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ABSTRACT

This dissertation consists of three essays examining the agency issues in political economy.

In Chapter 1, I analyze how a careerist delegate carries out reform decisions and im-

plementation under alternative information environments. Regardless of his true policy

preference, the delegate seeks retention and tries to signal to a principal that he shares an

aligned policy predisposition. Given this pandering incentive, the principal best motivates

the delegate’s implementation if she can commit to a retention rule that is pivotal on reform

outcomes. I characterize an “informativeness condition” under which this retention rule is

endogenous, provided that the principal uses an opaque information policy – she observes the

delegate’s policy choice and outcomes, but not the effort. With other information policies,

the principal has to reward congruent policy choices rather than good policy outcomes; her

policy interest is damaged by failing to sufficiently motivate reform implementation.

In Chapter 2, I study the limits of mediated conflict resolution when: states have incen-

tives to misrepresent private information about resolve; mediators have limited capacity to

enforce agreement; and political leaders bargain in the shadow of audience costs and polit-

ical bias. With a mechanism design approach, I characterize the conditions under which a

mediator may propose a peaceful settlement to resolve the crisis. I find that the availability

of peaceful settlements has more to do with political bias than audience costs. The reason

is that, regardless of audience costs, the war payoff implied by political bias and the war

technology imposes a lower bound that a particular state would ask for from any peace-

ful settlement. Absent peaceful settlements, I show that some stronger leaders would fight

strictly more often and obtain strictly higher payoffs than others. Finally, I examine how

the enforcement capacity may impact mediators’ ability to implement peaceful settlements.

In Chapter 3, I study a model of testing in which 1) a principal sets a private test standard

to infer the type of an agent, and 2) the agent exerts unobserved influence on his/her test

result. I characterize conditions under which the principal employs a threshold known as the

viii



“reasonable doubt” to trade off inference errors. Through comparative static analysis, the

model offers insights into factors that impact the principal’s equilibrium threshold. I find

that different test natures, dichotomized by whether an innocent agent outperforms a guilty

one when neither exerts influence, may guide comparative static predictions in the opposite

directions. The analysis highlights the importance of probing the context and strategic

concerns of testing, and generates empirical implications beyond the conventional wisdom

that a decision-maker unambiguously leans towards the lesser of two harms.
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CHAPTER 1

DELEGATED REFORM DECISIONS WITH CAREER

CONCERNS

1.1 Introduction

There is a widespread perception that careerist delegates are timid during policy-making.

Career concerns often divert delegates’ attention from choosing the most appropriate policy,

if there exist alternatives that better impress their principals (e.g. Morris [2001], Canes-

Wrone et al. [2001], Maskin and Tirole [2004]). During reform decision-making, in particular,

career concerns might distort more than policy choices. Indeed, delegates easily become

demotivated at the implementation stage when they see a loomed future for the planned

reform.

The following example illustrates this point. Dominic Cummings, a chief figure in the

2016 Brexit campaign and a former senior advisor of Boris Johnson, used to have enormous

influence on the British civil servants. In January 2021, several months after stepping down

from the Downing Street, Cummings continued his propaganda for the Brexit by posting on

the social media “Should I name and shame the senior officials who persistently present a

disastrously incorrect picture to ministers?” and “Many will be pleased to know this is about

ideologues with EU stars in their eyes, not the virus.”1 To Cummings, supporting the Brexit

is a matter of loyalty or congruence for civil servants. Back to the days when Cummings just

assumed his position as Johnson’s advisor, anecdotes2 suggest that he pushed this ideology

even further. He cued the department aides to support the no-deal Brexit in return for extra

money from the Treasury; to department aides, it is “do or die”.

1. “Dominic Cummings threatens to expose Remainer civil servants who tried to sabotage Brexit”, Ex-
press, 6 January 2021.

2. “How Dominic Cummings took control in Boris Johnson’s first days as Prime Minister”. BuzzfeedNews.
27 July 2019.
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Not all civil servants share Cummings’s enthusiasm about Brexit, though. In fact, many

become confused, depressed, and/or annoyed at the plan. After long being trapped in the

black hole of Brexit, a civil servant complained to The Guardian: “Heaven help us if no deal

(Brexit) actually happens.”3 Jill Rutter, a former treaury mandarin, put straightforwardly:

“Brexit is an article of faith, rather than a pragmatic choice.”4 Others in the Whitehall

question the practicability of Cummings’s rush and radical changes prior to the Brexit.

Dave Penman, the head of the FDA union, pinpointed the source of (de)motivation in reform

implementation:“ There’s a huge difference between bringing in new ideas or radical agendas

and implementing untested ideologies which, if they go wrong, will impact upon the delivery

of public services to millions of citizens.”5 Observers who have recognized career concerns

as real things would naturally ask: how to motivate implementation in the age of reform?

The common solution to the motivation problem is to choose the right kind of trans-

parency. The canonical approach to moral hazard à la Hölmstrom [1979] suggests that in

writing a contract, a principal always weakly benefits by observing more about the agent.

This wisdom rests on the principal’s power to commit to the contract. Absent this power

(as is common in the “career concern” literature), knowing more about the agent is not

necessarily a blessing. Prat [2005] shows that if the action of a career-minded agent becomes

publicly available, then he has incentives to act “congruently” and disregard useful signals;

in turn, this hurts the principal’s welfare. Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita [2014] show

that constituents may be better off committing not to observe the politicians’ policy choice

and thereby endogenously choosing a retention rule that motivates the politicians better.

While this literature provides many insights about how to mitigate the moral hazard issues

in the agency relationship, it remains silent on the motivation problem in a situation where

3. “Many civil servants are depressed – including me. Brexit will do that to you.”, The Guardian, 26
November 2019.

4. “The civil service must speak truth to Boris (and his Cabinet)”. The Institute for Government. 25
July 2019.

5. “Dominic Cummings role provokes alarm inside civil service”. The Guardian, July 25 2019.
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pandering to the congruent policy is inevitable.

This paper seeks to address the motivation issues in reform policy-making with a formal

model. I build on Hirsch [2016] and consider a two-dimensional policy-making environment

consisting of policy choices and implementation. The main departure from Hirsch [2016] is

that the person-in-charge has reputation concerns instead of heterogeneous beliefs from a

principal. As such, I consider how the principal employs information policies rather than

delegating the control right of projects to motivate the agent. I ask: how would differ-

ent information policies incentivize different patterns of policy-making and implementation?

Which information policy would induce the optimal policy consequences?

I study a setting in which there is a policy-driven principal and a career-minded agent.

They face the policy choice between a reform and the status quo. The status quo is safe: it

confers a state-independent payoff to both players. The reform is risky: it may fail either

because the reform by nature is a bad decision (i.e. the reform is not “appropriate”), or

because it is not well executed. The principal prefers a successful reform to the status quo to

a failed reform. However, she lacks necessary information expertise and/or implementation

capacity to carry out a reform well. She delegates the policy-making and implementation to

an agent with the hope of utilizing his expertise.

In this delegation, there are two agency issues à la Canes-Wrone et al. [2001]. One is

that the principal is unsure whether the agent has an aligned policy predisposition. Some

open-minded agents may share the principal’s policy preference. Others may be politically

conservative; they are hostile to any reform attempt, and strictly prefer the status quo no

matter what. I label two types “congruent” and “noncongruent” respectively (see also Morris

[2001], Fox [2007]). The other agency issue comes from the agent’s reputation consideration

during his policy-making. He may value a congruent public image for human reasons. For

example, a bureaucratic may enjoy appearing receptive and flexible to changes in the public

domains. Another perhaps more important reason is that the agent’s reputation may affect
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his career – in policy-making, subordinates want to stay in tune with their superiors (as the

Cummings example suggests). Either way, the agent may disregard his private information

and pander to the “popular” or “congruent” actions.

The goal of the principal is to further her policy interests by choosing the optimal policy-

making information regime. She may require the agent to disclose his 1) policy choice,

2) policy choice, outcome, or 3) policy choice, outcome, and efforts. Label these regimes

as “observable policy”, “observable outcome”, and “full transparency”; they all describe

relevant reform decision-making environments. The first two regimes are standard in the

literature (e.g. Prat [2005] and Fox [2007]). For example, a representative voter may or may

not observe the incumbent politician’s policy consequences before the election day. The third

one seems a little unconventional: we often attribute an agent’s effort to “moral hazard” that

is unobserved by the principal (e.g. Hirsch [2016]). Per Hölmstrom [1979], we may interpret

this effort-observability as a reduce-form representation that a principal may receive signals

about congruence in addition to policy choices and outcomes. Alternatively, it describes a

situation in which the principle does not keep the agent at the arm’s length. This regime

is most plausible when the principal may strictly discipline an agent and want to know the

reason why a project fails (see also Crémer [1995]). For example, a university council may

adopt various information policies to determine whether a junior faculty has been actively

engaged in innovative research. In addition to research agenda and output (publication

record), the council may use the number of research grants to proxy this person’s effort. I

examine how different information policies shape the agent’s behavior and feedback to the

principal’s policy payoff.

Main results. I show that, for a large set of parameters, the principal is best off with

an “opaque” information regime – she observes the agent’s policy choice and outcome, but

not his implementation effort. To fix ideas, for this moment let us suppose that the principal

is quite certain about facing a congruent agent; and, a congruent agent always panders to
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the reformist policy. These two hypotheses reduce the principal’s problem to motivating the

congruent agent to reform well. The opaque information regime may prevail because the

principal can promise to retain conditional on a successful reform. Foreseeing that his future

career is tied to reform outcomes, the agent works very hard. But the principal’s promise

does not come easy; it suffers from the lack of commitment (as is common in the prospective

voting literature). To lend credibility to this retention strategy, I identify an “informativeness

condition” under which the principal draws positive (negative) inference about the agent’s

congruence from a successful (unsuccessful) reform. In the opaque information regime, this

condition insures the principal to commit to this pivotal retention rule, and enables her to

elicit the maximum possible efforts from a congruent agent.

The agent becomes less motivated if the principal has assess to a poorer or richer set

of information about policy-making. Suppose the principal observes the policy choice only.

In this case, a congruent agent always secures office by posturing at the reformist policy.

The reason is that, when the principal observes nothing but the policy choice, and if she is

convinced that a congruent type always reforms, then initiating the reform cannot be bad

news about congruence. Since reform outcomes are not pivotal on the retention decision, the

congruent agent exerts less effort than what he does in the opaque regime. Similarly, in a

fully transparent regime a congruent agent does not worry too much about whether reform

failure would cost his future career. The logic is slightly different though: the congruent

agent can secure office by signaling his congruence in the dimensions of policy choices and

efforts. The principal would strictly prefer the opaque regime to this fully transparent one,

if the effort for separation is lower than the effort motivated in the opaque regime.

Now we are in a position to justify why a congruent agent always panders to the reformist

policy across all three information regimes. The rationale is that, since the noncongruent

agent does not derive any policy benefit from the reformist policy, even an “unlucky” (ob-

serving a bad signal) congruent agent is more keen on reform than a “lucky” noncongruent
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one. As such, keeping the status quo policy always makes the principal suspicious that she

is facing a noncongruent type. To convince the principal of his congruence, the congruent

agent must initiate a reform even during bad times.

The motivation effect of opaqueness brings a new perspective to the literature of trans-

parency. A near-axiom is that there is a sorting (select the right agent) and discipline

(motivate agent’s effort) tradeoff of transparency (e.g. Holmström [1999], Dewatripont et al.

[1999], Crémer [1995], Fox [2007]). The wisdom partially applies to the model considered

in this paper: as the principal observes more about the agent’s decision-making, a noncon-

gruent agent’s incentive to mimic a congruent type diminishes. Specifically, two-type agents

pool on the reformist policy when the principal only observes the policy choice; they separate

by choosing their favorite policies when the principal observes everything. But the discipline

effect is nonmonotone with respect to the transparency of decision-making. The agent is

most motivated to implement well when he gambles his career on reform outcomes. To make

this event pivotal in her retention decision, the principal must leave some opaqueness in the

information policy.

Finally, I provide several comparative static results to unveil the mechanics of the prin-

cipal’s optimal information policy. The principal essentially chooses between the observable

outcome regime and full transparency; the observable policy regime is strictly dominated

because pandering creates pure distortion there. I start with an environment in which the

the observable outcome regime is optimal, and assess whether the principal would like to

switch policies after parameter changes. The main lesson is that, the observable outcome

regime would continue to prevail if parameter changes either 1) strengthen the motivation

effect inherited in the observable regime, or 2) hinder the noncongruent agent to mimic the

congruent type. In both situations, the observable outcome regime reinforces its superiority

by better motivating the agent than full transparency. More interesting is the result with

respect to office rent. A larger rent better motivates the agent in the observable outcome

6



regime; it also asks more effort from a congruent agent to separate under full transparency.

Either force may dominate depending on model parameters.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 presents the delegation game. Section 1.3

characterizes the equilibria subject to different information policies. I identify a parame-

ter restriction labeled the “informativeness condition”, and then prove how this condition

makes the retention decision pivotal on reform outcomes. Section 1.4 examines the welfare

implications of different information policies. Section 1.5 concludes.

1.2 Model

Setup. To make the main point, consider a simple one-period model of policy choice and

implementation. There is a reform committee consisting of a principal and an agent. The

agent is delegated the task of choosing a policy x from a binary set X = {r, q}. r stands for

a “reform” policy, and q stands for the “status quo” policy.

The reform is risky: its outcome y could be either success (y = 1) or failure (y =

0). Following Hirsch [2016], I assume that “choosing well” and “implementing well” are

complementary in achieving reform success. Specifically, a reform could be good (ω = G) or

bad (ω = B) with the common prior P (ω = G) = φ ∈ (0, 1). A bad reform always fails; a

good reform succeeds with a probability equal to the agent’s implementation effort e ∈ [0, 1].

The principal does not know the nature of the reform. The agent receives a signal s ∈ {g, b}

of accuracy p about ω i.e. P (s = g|ω = G) = P (s = b|ω = B) = p. Assume that p ≥ 1
2 .

The status quo policy is safe: it confers a constant payoff to players. Furthermore, it

does not require any implementation effort. Notate y = ∅ if the agent takes the status quo

policy; it says the reform is never chosen and bears no consequence.

The agent has a private type t ∈ T := {c, n}; he may be congruent (t = c) or non-

congruent (t = n). The principal does not observe t; she assigns a prior probability

P (t = c) = π ∈ (0, 1). A congruent agent shares the policy preference with the princi-
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pal: they both value reform success at 1, the status quo at d ∈ (0, 1), and reform failure at 0.

Formally, we write their policy payoff function as v(x, y), where v(r, 1) = 1, v(r, 0) = 0 and

v(q, ∅) = d. A noncongruent agent also values the status quo at d, but he values any reform

outcome at 0. His policy payoff function can be summarized as vn(x, y) = d · 1{x = q}.

The definition of congruence suggests that both types of agent prefer the status quo policy

to a bad reform; however, they disagree with respect to whether a good reform is valuable.

Substantively, we may interpret (non)congruence as describing the agent’s policy preference.

For example, there may be agents who are captured by interest groups and do not derive

benefit from policy changes [Fox, 2007]. Alternatively, we may interpret congruence in terms

of which policy legacy the agent wants to leave (see also Maskin and Tirole [2004]). A

political conservative may not want a reformist policy to appear on her/his curriculum at

all.

The total payoff to the principal depends on the policy consequence; her preference

for retaining a congruent agent is lexicographic6. In line with Fox [2007], this assumption

suggests that the principal’s primary concern is policy-making. If the principal also attaches

a nontrivial weight to selecting the right agent, then all else equal she would lean toward

a decision-making environment that enables her to learn more about the agent (see also

Fox and Van Weelden [2012]). To simplify matters, I assume that the principal retains this

agent whenever she is indifferent between retention and replacement. Formally, let I be the

information set on which the principal conditions for her retention decision D ∈ {0, 1}; she

wants to retain the agent (D = 1) whenever her posterior belief of the agent being congruent,

P (t = c|I), is at least π; she replaces (D = 0) otherwise.

The total payoff to the agent depends on the policy consequence, retention decision, and

the implementation cost. The agent receives an office rent R > 0 whenever D = 1. For each

effort level e ∈ [0, 1] the agent bears an implementation cost e2

2λ . Here λ parameterizes the

6. We may micro-found this assumption by adding an ε > 0 weight of retention, and focusing on the
limiting case ε ↓ 0. See Appendix 1.6.5 for a detailed discussion.
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agent’s cost sensitivity: a higher λ means that the agent bears a lower cost of implementation.

Here is the summary of payoff.7 The principal’s utility is up(x, y) = v(x, y); a con-

gruent agent’s utility is uc(x, y) = v(x, y) − e2

2λ + R · D; a noncongruent agent’s utility is

un(x, y) = vn(x, y)− e2

2λ +R ·D.

Information environment. During the delegated reform decision-making, the agent al-

ways reports his policy choice x to the principal. Whether the principal may gather extra

information and thereby better discipline the agent depends on her involvement in the re-

form. This renders the follow three information regimes most relevant: observable policy,

observable outcome, and full transparency. With respect to three regimes, the principal’s

information set I contains policy choice only (I = {x}); policy choice x & outcome y

(I = {x, y}); and policy choice x, the effort e & the outcome y (I = {x, e, y}).

Remark 1. The observable outcome regime gets its name because the policy outcome y is

a sufficient statistic for the policy choice x. To see this, the principal can always invert

x ∈ {r, q} from any outcome y ∈ {1, 0, ∅}. This perfect invertibility prevents the observation

in Prat [2005] that the principal may be better off committing not to observe the action but

solely the outcome of policies.

Sequence of moves. The game moves as follows:

1. Nature draws ω, s, and t.

2. The agent observes s ∈ {g, b}.

3. The agent chooses x ∈ {r, q} and effort e ∈ [0, 1].

4. Nature determines the outcome of the project y; the policy payoff realizes.

7. For presentation clarity, we omit the dependence of y on e.
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5. The principal decides on whether to retain the agent according to different information

environments I.

Assumptions. Notate µ+ = P (ω = G|s = g) = φp
φp+(1−φ)(1−p) and µ− = P (ω = G|s =

b) =
φ(1−p)

φ(1−p)+(1−φ)p
. µ+ and µ− stand for the posterior beliefs that the reform is by nature

good after good (s = g) and bad (s = b) signals.

Assumption 1 (Useful signals). µ+ >
√

2d
λ > µ−.

This condition suggests that the signals are “powerful” or very informative: the signal s

can sufficiently sway one’s opinion with respect to whether the reform is good or bad.

Assumption 2 (Moderate office rent). min{(1 +R)µ−, Rµ+} >
√

2d
λ > Rµ−.

This condition says that the office rent is moderate. It makes the problem interesting.

Otherwise, very large office rents drive all types of agents to pander to the congruent action

r; very small office rents do not discipline the agent’s action at all.

I also impose λ(1 + R) ≤ 1 to ensure that e ∈ [0, 1]. In the appendix Lemma 4, I show

that this parameter restriction together with Assumption 2 implies that R > 2d.

Solution concept. In the signaling game, the agent chooses an action a ∈ {r, q} × [0, 1]

based on his type t ∈ {c, n} and signal s ∈ {g, b}. His (mixed) strategy σ(·|t, s) specifies

a probability distribution over actions a for each type-signal tuple (t, s). The principal

decides whether to retain this agent based on her information set I; her (mixed) strategy is

σp : I → [0, 1].

For each information regime, I look for the existence of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

(PBE) in pure strategy. The equilibrium condition dictates that no players admit any

profitable deviation from the equilibrium strategy; and, players form beliefs by the Bayes’

rule whenever possible.
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A preliminary observation is that the game may admit numerous equilibria supported

by ad hoc off-path beliefs. Take the case of the observable policy regime. We may specify

a pooling equilibrium in which both types of agent choose x = q regardless of signals, and

the principal holds the off-path belief that P (t = c|x = r) = 0. This equilibrium can be

sustained if career concerns outweigh policy considerations; it is nonetheless not satisfying

– the congruent agent may make a public speech to convince the principal that that he is

willing to take action x = r when the signal is good. The principal might buy this argument,

for indeed only a congruent agent may benefit from this kind of action.

More complications arise when we talk about the “type” of the agent. For the principal’s

retention strategy, what matters is the agent’s congruence; but for the agent who decides on

the policy choice and implementation, the right kind of “type” definition must also account

for the agent’s signal. These complications call for an extended “type space” beyond the

congruence/noncongruence dictonomy; more importantly, they ask for a powerful refinement

to restrict off-path beliefs that deems a PBE reasonable.

I apply the universal divinity refinement from Banks and Sobel [1987] to the PBEs of this

game. In this game, an agent’s type is summarized in a tuple (t, s) where t is his payoff type

and s is his signal. Upon any deviation, this refinement attaches more weight to the type who

may benefit more than other types relative to his equilibrium outcome. Since only the agent’s

payoff type matters in the principal’s retention, I label an agent “congruent/noncongruent”

to mean that this agent has a payoff type c/n.

The university divinity refinement assigns the following beliefs off the equilibrium path:

Definition 1 (Strong off-path beliefs). A PBE is supported by strong off-path beliefs when-

ever

1. If x = q is off the path of play for both types of agent, then the principal assigns

probability 1 to the event that the agent is noncongruent.

2. If x = r is off the path of play for both types of agent, then the principal assigns
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probability 1 to the event that the agent is congruent.

I justify this definition in the Claim 1 of the appendix. Similar to Fox and Jordan

[2011], the strong off-path beliefs attach probability 1 to whichever payoff type that may

benefit more by deviating from the equilibrium strategy. They are particularly handy in

contemplating the principal’s equilibrium retention strategy.

From now on, I label any PBE surviving this refinement as an “equilibrium”.

1.3 Policy-making under alternative information environments

In this section, I characterize the agent’s equilibrium behavior under different information

regimes. I examine how transparency – the degree to which the principal may observe

the policy-making process – distorts the agent’s behavior that may or may not benefit the

principal.

It is useful to establish a benchmark where the agent has no career concern. This situation

is plausible if either the agent is a lame duck or if the principal observes absolutely nothing

about the agent’s behavior.

Fact. Absent career concerns, a congruent agent chooses r with effort λµ+ after s = g, and

chooses q after s = b. The noncongruent agent always chooses q.

All omitted proofs are relegated to the appendix.

The observation is straightforward: the agent simply chooses his favorite policy. A

congruent one reforms whenever receiving a good signal; a noncongruent one always keeps

the status quo.

1.3.1 Observable policy

First consider the case in which the principal observes the policy only. This environment

echoes Fox [2007]. Unsurprisingly, making policy choices observable to the principal would
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incentivize a career-minded agent to pander to the congruent action; it may have a deleterious

effect on the welfare of the principal.

Result 1. Under the observable policy regime, there exists a unique equilibrium in pure

strategy. In this equilibrium, the congruent agent always chooses r; he implements with

effort λµ+ after s = g, and λµ− after s = b. The noncongruent agent always chooses r with

effort 0 regardless of signals. The principal always retains the agent.

When the principal observes the policy choice but not the outcome, she retains on whether

the agent has taken the congruent action. Since the office concern dominates the payoff of

status quo policy (R > 2d), the agent initiates the reform regardless of signals in order not

to appear noncongruent. But this means that the implementation quality of reform is very

low: the principal would rather keep the status quo than leave a reform in the hand of a

noncongruent agent. The observation that pandering incentives may hurt the principal is in

tune with Fox [2007].

1.3.2 Observable outcome

Now let us improve the principal’s involvement in the policy-making. Suppose the principal

observes the outcome y ∈ {0, 1, ∅} before making her retention decision. She understands

whether agent has succeeded in a reform (r, 1), failed in a reform (r, 0), or kept the status

quo (q, ∅). Her set of retention strategy is rich. For example, congruent behavior (x = r),

successful implementation (y = 1), no failure (y 6= 0) are all sensible retention criteria.

To simplify matters, I consider when the reform outcomes convey retention-relevant in-

formation. Note that the congruent agent is always more motivated to work on reforms. He

initiates a reform with a higher probability; and, conditional on a reform, he exerts more

effort than a noncongruent agent. Taken together, reform success is always good news about

the agent’s congruence. But reform failure is a different story. A priori, the principal cannot
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determine whether reform failure is more likely to come from the noncongruent type. This

is because the congruent agent fails at a lower probability but he reforms more often.

Below I provide a sufficient condition that guarantees reform failure to be bad news about

congruence. Notate γ = 1−p
p and z = 1−φ

φ :

Definition 2 (Informativeness condition). z − λ 1
1+γz ≤ γ[λ(1 +R) γ

γ+z − 1].

The informativeness condition derives from the following thought experiment: for reform

outcomes to be pivotal in retention, it must be that both types of the agent reform on

path8. If both types reform whenever observing the same signal(s), then reform outcomes

must be pivotal because failure suggests a lack of motivation. More interesting is the case

in which a congruent type always reforms while the noncongruent agent reforms only if the

signal is good. As before, a successful reform must be good news about congruence; but

now a failed reform might not be bad news unless a lucky noncongruent agent becomes suffi-

ciently demotivated. From this conjectured strategy profile we compute the informativeness

condition.

The informativeness condition depends on the following parameters: the signal accuracy

p, the prior probability of a good state φ, the implementation cost parameter λ and the

office rent R. p and φ pin down how more often a congruent type reforms relative to a

noncongruent type (i.e. receiving a bad signal). If p or φ increases, a bad signal becomes less

likely to occur; therefore, the principal would learn from a reform decision that the agent

probably has received a good signal. Consequently, any reform failure is more likely to come

from bad execution rather than bad policy choices. This makes reform failure really bad

news about congruence, because it reveals the agent’s lack of motivation. λ and R describe

how more motivated a congruent type becomes than a noncongruent type in a reform. If λ

or R becomes larger, the congruent agent has very strong motivation to reform well; hence,

8. Otherwise, either they pool on the status quo policy regardless of signals, in which case the action of
reform in itself is good news; or one type reforms and the other does not, in which case the principal learns
perfectly who reforms.
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the principal should attribute reform failure to the lack of policy motivation, and deduce

that the agent is probably noncongruent.

The following lemma summarizes these observations.

Lemma 1. Let v = (λ,R, φ, p) and v′ = (λ′, R′, φ′, p′) be two vectors of parameters where

v′ ≥ v component-wise with at least one inequality strict. If the informative condition holds

for v, then it also holds for all v′.

We are ready to state the main result of this subsection:

Result 2. Suppose the informativeness condition holds. Then there exists a unique equi-

librium in pure strategy. In this equilibrium, 1) the congruent agent always chooses r. He

implements with effort λ(1 +R)µ+ after s = g and λ(1 +R)µ− after s = b. 2) the noncon-

gruent agent chooses r with effort λRµ+ after s = g, and x = q after s = b. The principal

retains the agent after (r, 1) and replaces after (r, 0) or (q, ∅).

The equilibrium has several interesting features. The noncongruent agent’s project choice

is always responsive to signals; the congruent agent always initiates the reform even if the

signal is bad. At face value, their equilibrium behaviors seem to suggest that the noncon-

gruent agent appears more accountable: due to career concerns, the congruent agent is too

“timid” to hold on to his policy judgement. That said, the noncongruent agent’s “good

judgement” does not come from his good policy intention; instead, he gambles for policy

success to secure office. This induces an excessively high risk of reform failure.

It is also worth mentioning that the principal selects on both “good choice” and “good

execution”. This selection rule is not only empirically plausible, but also complements the

theoretical models of transparency. Earlier works such as Fox and Shotts [2009] have ac-

knowledged that a principal may reward an agent on the basis of congruent actions or good

execution (but not both). My result suggests that good choices and execution may be com-

plementary in proving congruence.
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Remark 2. If the office rent is too large i.e. Rµ− >
√

2d
λ , then there exists an equilibrium

in which the agent always chooses x = r. After s = g, the congruent agent exerts effort

λ(1+R)µ+ while the noncongruent agent exerts effort λRµ+; after s = b, the congruent agent

exerts effort λ(1 + R)µ− while the noncongruent agent exerts effort λRµ−. The principal

retains if she observes (r, 1); she replaces if she observes (r, 0) or (q, ∅). This equilibrium

describes another possibility that the reform outcome might be pivotal in retention. Compared

with the main model, here the principal suffers from a demotivated (noncongruent) agent

reforming at a bad time.

1.3.3 Full transparency

We now turn to examining the consequences of a fully transparent decision-making environ-

ment. Suppose the principal also observes the agent’s effort in addition to his policy choice

and outcome. Now the game resembles the Spence model (e.g. Spence [1973]), with the only

difference being the agent signaling on the dimensions of both the policy choice and effort.

Full transparency empowers the principal to discipline the agent to the maximal level, but

it also incentivizes a noncongruent agent to act to his own interest.

As a signaling model, this game inevitably exhibits equilibrium multiplicity. Among the

class of separating equilibria, the divinity refinement uniquely selects the least costly one

also known as the “Riley outcome” (Riley [1979]); for some parameter values, the model also

admits a continuum of pooling equilibria. A detailed discussion is relegated to the appendix

Lemma 6.

I focus on separating equilibria for two reasons. Substantively, selecting on the separating

equilibria reflects the wisdom that more information tends to improve sorting. Technically,

the separating equilibrium is more robust to parameter changes. To see it, the existence

of a separating equilibrium is guaranteed because a congruent agent is a better-motivated

reformer (i.e. the single-crossing property). The existence of a pooling equilibrium is a
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different story. In Lemma 6, I show that a pooling equilibrium surviving the universal

divinity refinement exists only if the cost of implementation is not too low; otherwise, a

congruent agent exerts so much effort that a noncongruent type finds it not worthwhile to

match.

Result 3. Under full transparency, there exists a unique separating equilibrium that survives

the universal divinity refinement. In this equilibrium the congruent type always chooses r; he

implements with effort eH = max{
√

2λ(R− d), λµ+} after s = g and eL = max{
√

2λ(R− d), λµ−}

after s = b; the noncongruent type always chooses q. The principal’s belief about the type

(t, s) ∈ {c, n}×{g, b} is that P ((c, g)|(r, eH)) = 1, P ((c, b)|(r, eL)) = 1 and P ((c, s)|(q, ∅)) =

0 for all s ∈ {g, b}; the off-path belief is P ((c, s)|(r, e) : e < eH , e 6= eL) = 0 for all s ∈ {g, b}

and P ((c, g)|(r, e) : e > eH) = 1. She retains whenever observing (r, e) with e ≥ eH or

(r, eL).

Since a congruent agent values reform success more than the noncongruent one, a fully

separating equilibrium always exists. In this equilibrium, the congruent agent takes the

congruent policy choice x = r, and exerts enough efforts to separate from the noncongruent

type.

Full transparency creates two effects. First, the policy-making has become purely “parti-

san”: the congruent agent always reforms, and the noncongruent one always take the status

quo. This improves sorting (the congruent type) but hurts discipline. Second, the office

rent affects the agent’s behavior via the effort to separate. If the rent is large enough, the

principal may prefer the congruent agent to initiate the reform even when the signal is bad.

1.4 Welfare comparison

In this section, I examine the role and consequences of transparency in reform policy-making.
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1.4.1 Career concerns and transparency

Let us compare Results 1-3 with the no career concern benchmark. The following patterns are

in line with previous literature: as the principal becomes more involved in the policy-making,

she can better discipline the agent with office rent (see also Crémer [1995], Dewatripont et al.

[1999]); but then the agent also panders more often (Canes-Wrone et al. [2001], Maskin and

Tirole [2004], Fox [2007]). More important are the following novelties:

First, the sorting-discipline patterns are not monotone in the level of transparency. On

the one hand, the noncongruent agent finds it harder to hide himself when the principal

obtains more information about decision making (monotonic sorting). On the other hand,

the congruent agent always panders to the congruent action; but his motivation to reform

well is strongest when the transparency level is intermediate (non-monotone discipline).

Second, career concerns entail a motivation effect via a retention rule that is pivotal

on reform outcomes. Since a successful reform brings the double benefits of retention and

policy, the agent works very hard with the hope of impressing the principal with a good

reform outcome. This equilibrium behavior illustrates how motivating despite pandering is

possible.

Third, this motivation effect may happen only under an intermediate level of trans-

parency. The reason is that, a pivotal retention rule requires the principal to retain on a

“noisy” policy outcome – she never perfectly learns the congruence of the agent from it. But

the principal’s desire to learn “something” from policy outcomes is against the spirit of full

opaqueness or full transparency; they often end up with no learning or perfect learning.

1.4.2 Optimal transparency

We are in a good position to assess the welfare ranking of different information environment. I

restrict attention to the equilibria described in Results 1-3, and measure the welfare according

to the (principal’s) policy payoff. Note that Result 2 describes an equilibrium unique among
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others: else, the principal retains on “congruent behaviors”.

Proposition 1. The observable policy regime induces the lowest welfare. There exists an

open set of parameter values w = (p, φ, d, λ,R, π) ∈ Ω such that the observable outcome

regime induces the highest welfare.

The core of this proposition concerns which information regime elicits most efforts from

an agent who panders to reform. The observable policy regime is dominated because the

principal is hurt by unproductive pandering. There, an agent on average takes the congruent

policy (reform) without inputting serious effort.

By contrast, the observable outcome regime motivates the agent well by linking the

retention decision with reform outcomes. Here, all congruent agents and a good-luck non-

congruent agent work very hard to gamble their fate on reform success. While sometimes

the principal might find the timing of reform suboptimal (i.e. congruent agent with a bad

signal & noncongruent agent with a good signal), she can more or less rest assured that

the agent would input a reasonable amount of effort for his better tomorrow. As such, this

regime may dominate if its motivation effect is strong enough.

The full transparency regime also avoids unproductive pandering. It elicit efforts from a

congruent agent who wants to distinguish himself from a noncongruent one; it also encourages

the noncongruent agent to stay with the status quo policy. The principal benefits more

from this information policy as the bar for separation becomes higher; this leaves open the

possibility that full transparency might prevail.

1.4.3 Comparative Statics

To shed light on the determinants of the principal’s optimal information policy, in this

subsection I provide several comparative static results.

To bypass the myriad of parameter restrictions, I start with an environment in which the

observable outcome regime is optimal. After that, I examine what/how parameter changes
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might shift the principal’s optimal information policy. When performing the analysis, I leave

Assumptions 1-2 and the informativeness condition intact; in doing so, players would use the

same equilibrium strategy before and after the exogenous environment changes. This makes

comparative statics as transparent as possible.

Here is the main result:

Proposition 2. Given a vector w = (p, φ, d, λ,R, π) and suppose the observable outcome

regime is the principal’s optimal information policy under w. Then

1. The principal would continue to use this regime if φ increases; moreover, the principal

strictly benefits from this.

2. Suppose further that 2(R − d) < λ. Then 1) there exists p′ ∈ (1
2 , 1) such that for all

p ∈ (p′, 1], the principal would continue to use this regime if λ increases; 2) ∃p′′ ∈

(1
2 , 1) such that for all p ∈ (p′′, 1], the principal would continue to use this regime if p

increases. In both cases, the principal strictly benefits from this parameter changes.

3. An increase in R may cause the principal to switch to the full transparency regime.

Specifically, fixing sufficiently high p, φ, and π, and assuming λ(1 + d) ≤ 1
2 , there

exists a pair R = R(λ, d) and R̄ = R̄(λ, d) such that 1) for all R ∈ (R, R̄) the full

transparency regime dominates; for R > R̄ and R < R the observable outcome regime

dominates. 2) R is increasing in λ and d; R̄ is decreasing in λ and d.

This proposition encapsulates the following idea: for the principal to maintain the ob-

servable outcome regime after parameter changes, she must benefit more from (both types

of) the agent’s incentive to gamble for resurrection than a congruent agent’s incentive to

separate.

A larger φ (stronger prior of a good state) makes the observable outcome regime more

appealing to the principal. The intuition is that, with a stronger prior the agent is more

certain that the reform is good by nature. Consequently, in the observable outcome regime
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he works harder than before. This “strong prior” effect extends to the full transparency

regime only if 1) the agent is congruent and 2)
√

2λ(R− d) < λµ for some µ ∈ {µ+, µ−};

otherwise, the agent’s policy choice and implementation effort remain invariant to the prior.

But under these two conditions, the observable outcome regime strictly dominates because

the agent exerts more effort there (λ(1 + R)µ > λµ). Taken together, a stronger prior φ

always biases the principal’s optimal information policy in favor of the observable outcome

regime.

Under some circumstances, the principal would maintain the observable outcome regime

when λ and/or p increase. The following observation is key: if the bar for separation is low

(
√

2λ(R− d) < λµ), then the congruent agent must exert less effort under full transparency

than in the observable outcome regime. Sufficiently accurate signals guarantee this low bar

for separation. To see it, high accuracy p does two things: subject to 2(R − d) < λ, it

insures easy separation when the signal is good by inducing a sufficiently high posterior

µ+ (
√

2λ(R− d) < λµ+); it also allows the principal to do welfare calculus conditional on

a good signal realization9. Since a higher λ and/or p only reinforce easy separation, the

principal would find it worthwhile to maintain the observable outcome regime.

Matters are different if the office rent R increases. The rationale is straightforward:

more attractive office better motivates an agent in the observable outcome regime, but it

also incentivizes a congruent agent to work harder for separation. A priori, it is hard to

tell which effect dominates. In the appendix, I show that the relative magnitude of the

motivation and separation effects may go either way.

9. With a bad signal, the reform is doomed to fail and confers almost zero payoff; the status quo policy
confers d > 0. Since the agent’s equilibrium strategies remain invariant to the parameter changes, the welfare
impact conditional on a bad signal is minimal from the principal’s perspective
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1.5 Conclusion

This paper examines how a principal may use information policies to motivate a career-

minded delegate in the context of reform policy-making. Key to this motivation problem

concerns whether a principal may credibly commit to a retention rule that is pivotal on

reform outcomes. I identify an informativeness condition under which this retention rule is

credible, provided that the principal adopts an opaque information policy – she observes the

delegate’s policy choice and outcomes, but not the implementation effort. I show that, for

a nontrivial set of parameters, indeed this opaque information regime makes the principal

best off. With other information policies, this retention rule is not credible because the

principal would in equilibrium learn too much or too little. She would retain according

to the delegate’s reform decisions; her policy interest is damaged by failing to sufficiently

motivate the delegate to reform well.

How should we interpret the results substantively? They provide an informational remedy

to the principal’s motivation problem, when there lack formal institutions to credibly reward

successful reforms. In the contract theory textbooks, the motivation issue is easily resolved

if the principal can commit to a monetary reward equivalent to the office rent for successful

reforms. But this sort of commitment is not always feasible in the real world. More often than

not, monetary compensations are associated with bribery or corruption. It is hard to image

that Cummings might lure fellows in the Whitehall with bonus linked to a successful no deal

Brexit. Absent the right incentive, however, reformist policies might bear excessively high

risks due to the delegate’s underprovision of effort. We have encountered numerous cases in

which reform failure begets disastrous consequences. Per this paper, perhaps the principal

benefits by maintaining an arm’s length relationship with the agent; other monitoring and

auditing devices are inefficient even if they are technologically feasible.
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1.6 Appendix

1.6.1 Preliminary

Definition 3. An arbitrary event I ∈ I is neutral news about congruence if P (t = c|I) = π;

it is good (bad) news if P (t = c|I) > (<)π.

I first justify the strong off-path belief.

Claim 1. The divinity refinement in Banks and Sobel [1987] assigns the strong off-path

beliefs in Definition 1.

Proof. Following the notations in Fudenberg and Tirole [1991] I let D((t, s),M, x′) (and

D0((t, s),M, x′)) be the set of the principal’s mixed-strategy best response – the set of

principal’s retention probability – to the agent’s action x′ and belief concentrated on M ⊂

{c, n} × {g, b} that makes a type (t, s) agent strictly benefits (and indifferent) by taking

x′ relative to his equilibrium action. Here t ∈ T = {c, n} is the agent’s payoff type; s ∈

{g, b} is the agent’s signal. The divinity condition says that fixing some off path action

x′, if for some s ∈ {g, b} and t ∈ {c, n} we have D((t, s),M, x′) ∪ D0((t, s),M, x′) ⊂⋃
(t′,s′) 6=(t,x)D((t′, s′),M, x′) then we can assign probability 0 that the deviation comes

from type (t, s). We iterate this process if necessary until the divine equilibrium is found.

It is useful to note that (n, b) and (n, g) share the same preferences. Hence from now on I

use (n, ·) to denote these two types if they shall be preserved or ruled out together. Note also

that we may arrange types (c, g), (c, b), (n, ·) in the descending order of their motivation in

reform. To establish our claim, we would like to 1) strike type (n, ·) if the principal observes

(r, e) for some e ∈ [0, 1], and 2) assigns probability 1 to the type (n, ·) if the principal

observes q. To save notations, I simply notate x′ = r if reform is off path and the agent in

this deviation reforms with some effort e ≥ 0.

Let p(c,s)(M, x′) be the retention probability that a congruent agent with signal s finds in-

different to his equilibrium payoff after he deviates to action x′; similarly we define pn(M, x′).
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Then D((t, s),M, x′) = {p : p > p(c,s)(M, x′)} and D((n, ·),M, x′) = {pn((t, s),M, x′)}

where p is the retention probability. To prove the claim, it suffices to verify whether

p(c,s)(M, q) > pn(M, q) for all s and p(c,s)(M, r) < pn(M, r) for all s.

Consider the case in which q is off-path. This suggests that in equilibrium, every type of

the agent reforms and the principal retains on path. Let e∗
(n,·) and e∗

(c,s)
be the equilibrium

effort level of a noncongruent and a congruent agent with a signal s.

1) If efforts are observable then e∗ := e∗
(n,·) = e∗

(c,g)
= e∗

(c,b)
. To see this, if on path there

are two different actions (r, e), (r, e′) with e′ > e such that the principal retains on both

actions, then the noncongruent agent would always play one with the lower action (r, e).

Then the action (r, e) becomes bad news about congruence and the principal should replace

on path. Hence, any pooling equilibrium must take the form that both types pool with at

unique action of the form (r, e).

2) If efforts are not observable then e∗n = 0 and e∗
(c,s)
∈ arg maxµ(s)e− e2

2λ with µ(s) = µ+

if s = g and µ− if s = b. This follows from the requirement of sequential rationality in any

PBE.

Now, the definition of p requires that if efforts are observable, p(c,s)(M, q) · R + d =

R + µe∗ − e∗2
2λ for all s and pn(M, q) · R + d = R − e∗2

2λ . If efforts are unobservable then

p(c,s)(M, q) · R + d = R + maxe{µ(s)e − e2

2λ} and pn(M, q) · R + d = R. One concludes

that in both cases p(c,s)(M, q) > pn(M, q). In other words, the noncongruent has more to

gain by deviating to the status quo policy than the congruent one during both good and

bad times. This implies that we can strike (c, b) and (c, g) in sequence with the universal

divinity refinement. The off-path belief about the payoff type t following {x = q} surviving

the divinity condition is noncongruent for sure.

The same logic applies to the case in which r is off-path – the congruent agent has more

to gain from a deviation. Let’s fix a pooling equilibrium at x = q and consider the deviation

to x = r with any nonnegative effort e′. Since for any e′ the type (n, ·) always obtains strictly
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less reform payoff than both congruent types (c, g) (c, b), whenever the deviation benefits

some10 congruent types the divinity condition strikes type (n, ·).

Now I describe the agent’s behavior subject to different retention incentives.

Lemma 2. Absent retention incentives, a noncongruent agent always take the status quo

policy; a congruent agent initiates the reform with effort λµ+ after s = g and keeps the

status quo after s = b.

Proof. The noncongruent agent’s optimal behavior is obvious. Let µ be the congruent type’s

posterior belief that the reform is good. Conditional on initiating a reform, his objective is

max
e
µe− e2

2λ

The optimal effort is λµ+ after s = g, and λµ− after s = g; The agent’s reform payoffs are

respectively λ
2µ

2
+ and λ

2µ
2
−. By Assumption 1, he initiates reform if s = g and keep the

status quo if s = b.

Lemma 3. Suppose the principal retains if and only if observing (r, 1). Let µ be the agent’s

posterior belief about the state being ω = G. Then conditional on a reform, the congruent

agent exerts effort λ(1 +R)µ while the noncongruent agent exerts effort λRµ.

Proof. Rewrite the agent’s objective function as

Congruent max
e
µe(1 +R)− e2

2λ

Nonongruent max
e
µeR− e2

2λ

The result follows immediately.

10. For a deviation with prohibitively high efforts, the divinity condition has no bite. When this is the
case, we may nonetheless assign the “strong off-path belief”.
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Lemma 4. Assumption 2 and λ(1 +R) ≤ 1 imply R > 2d.

Proof. Suppose the noncongruent agent secures retention conditional on a successful reform.

His objective is maxe∈{0,1} µeR − e2

2λ with µ being the belief that the reform is good. This

means that the noncongruent agent’s maximum payoff is λR
2µ2

2 . By Assumption 2, this value

is larger than d if µ = µ+. On the other hand, λR
2µ2

2 ≤ λR2

2 < R
2 since λR < λ(1 +R) ≤ 1.

This means that R > 2d.

1.6.2 Equilibrium characterization

The proof of Fact follows directly from Lemma 2. Let us prove Results 1-3.

Observable policy

Proof. First check that the equilibrium described in Result 1 is indeed an equilibrium. With

the strong off-path belief, the principal replaces whenever observing x = q. Since R > d,

no agent would deviate from x = r. The agent chooses effort λµ for each posterior belief

µ ∈ {µ−, µ+} and the noncongruent agent chooses zero effort.

Second, I rule out other pure-strategy equilibrium possibilities under the strong off-path

beliefs. 1) It cannot be the case that in equilibrium, one type of agent keeps the status quo

more often than the others. Suppose in equilibrium the congruent type does q more often

than the noncongruent type. Then {x = q} is good news for retention and the noncongruent

type would deviate to keeping the status quo. Suppose instead the noncongruent agent does

q more often. Then {x = q} is bad news and {x = r} is good news for retention. Since

R > 2d, the noncongruent agent would deviate to choosing r for all signals. 2) It cannot be

the case that both types of agent takes x = q regardless of signals: the congruent agent would

initiate the reform with effort λµ+ after a good signal and convince the principal that he is

congruent and thus get reelected. 3) It cannot be the case that both types of agent chooses

r after s = g and chooses q after s = b. When this is the case, the noncongruent type would
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deviate to choosing q after a good signal. Since x = q is neutral news, the noncongruent

type will be retained while enjoying his preferred policy.

Observable outcome

First, I rule out cases in which the agent’s policy choices are signal-invariant.

Per earlier discussions, it cannot be part of an equilibrium that both types choose x = q

regardless of signals. It cannot be part of an equilibrium that the congruent agent always

chooses x = r with some nonnegative effort and the noncongruent agent always chooses

x = q; otherwise, the noncongruent type would deviate to x = r to secure reelection.

Note also that it cannot be the case that both types choose x = r and exert some signal-

dependent efforts. When this is the case, the principal infers that (r, 1) is good news and

(r, 0) is bad news about congruence. But a noncongruent agent wants to deviate from this

strategy: after a bad signal, by choosing x = r with effort λRµ− he obtains λ
2Rµ

2
−. By

Assumption 2, this payoff is lower than the status quo payoff d.

Next, I consider cases in which the agent’s policy choice reponds to signals.

Claim 2. The following strategies cannot be part of an equilibrium: both types choose x = q

after s = b; they choose x = r and exert nonnegative efforts after s = g.

Proof. Following this strategy {x = q} is neutral news about congruence. Hence a noncon-

gruent type would deviate to x = q after observing s = g.

Claim 3. The following strategy cannot be part of an equilibrium: the noncongruent agent

always chooses x = q and the congruent agent chooses x = q after s = b and chooses r with

some nonnegative effort e ≥ 0 after s = g.

Proof. According to this strategy, {x = q} is bad news about congruence. There are two

cases to consider. First, the principal retains on policy. Then both types of agents would

deviate to choosing x = r and get retained. Second, the principal retains on outcome i.e.
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whenever y = (r, 1). When this is the case, the congruent agent wants to deviate to x = r

after s = b: in doing so, she obtains a payoff of λ2 (1 + R)µ2
−. By Assumption 2, this payoff

is better than d.

It is also straightforward to rule out pathological strategies in which the agent reforms

when the signal is bad and takes the status quo when the signal is good. The only sensible

strategy profile that may constitute an equilibrium is what is specified in Result 2.

Claim 4. Under the strategy specified in Result 2, (r, 1) is good news and (r, 0) is bad news

whenever the informativeness condition holds.

Proof. (r, 1) being good news follows from the fact that the congruent type always exerts

more effort than the noncongruent type after a good signal. It remains to check when (r, 0)

is bad news.

By the Bayes’ rule,

P (t = c|(r, 0)) =
P (t = c, (r, 0))

P (r, 0)

and P (t = c, (r, 0)) = P (t = c, s = g, 0) + P (t = c, s = b, 0)

P (t = c, s = g, 0) = P (s = g, ω = g)[1− λ(1 +R)]µ+) + P (s = g, ω = b)

= φp[1− λ(1 +R)µ+] + (1− φ)(1− p)

P (t = c, s = b, 0) = P (s = b, ω = g)[1− λRµ+] + P (s = b, ω = b)

= φ(1− p)[1− λRµ+] + (1− φ)p

P (t = c, r, 0) = 1− φλ(1 +R)[pµ+ + (1− p)µ−]
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Likewise,

P (t = n, r, F ) = P (t = n, s = g, 0)

= P (s = g, ω = g)(1− λRµ+) + P (s = g, ω = b)

= φp(1− λRµ+) + (1− φ)(1− p)

Since P (t = c|r, 0) ≤ π ⇔ P (t = c, r, 0) ≤ P (t = n, r, 0), we can rewrite the necessary and

sufficient condition to

1− φλ(1 +R)[pµ+ + (1− p)µ−] ≤ φp(1− λRµ+) + (1− φ)(1− p)

⇔ φ(1− p) + p(1− φ) ≤ φλpµ+ + φ(1− p)λµ−(1 +R)

⇔ p[1− φ− λφµ+] ≤ φ(1− p)[λµ−(1 +R)− 1]

Substitute in γ = 1−p
p .z = 1−φ

φ , the last inequality is z − λ 1
1+γz ≤ γ[λ(1 + R) γ

γ+z − 1] as

desired.

Remark 3 (Technical). The informativeness condition is statistical. Note that the RHS is

negative because λ(1 + R) ≤ 1. This means that for any λ, ∃z̄ such that for all z ≤ z̄,

we can find sufficient small γ such that the inequality holds. Put differently, we have one

degree of freedom to choose an element in (λ,R) satisfying λ(1 +R) ≤ 1 such that the set of

parameters supporting the informativeness condition is nonempty.

The following lemma makes this point precise.

Lemma 5. Suppose z < λ. Then ∃p̄ ∈ (1
2 , 1] that is independent from other parameters such

that for all p ≥ p̄, the informativeness condition holds.

Proof. Rearrange this inequality to z ≤ λ 1
1+γz + γ[λ(1 + R) γ

γ+z − 1]. Define F (γ) =

λ 1
1+γz + γ[λ(1 + R) γ

γ+z − 1]. Under the assumption λ(1 + R) ≤ 1, we claim that F is
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decreasing in γ. To see it

F ′(γ) = λ[− z

(1 + γz)2
+ (1 +R)(1− z2

(γ + z)2
)]− 1

≤ λ(1 +R)(1− z2

(γ + z)2
)]− 1

≤ (1− z2

(γ + z)2
)]− 1 < 0

This means that as long as F (0) > z, there must be some γ̄ ∈ (0, 1] such that F (γ) ≥ z for

all γ ≤ γ̄. The lemma follows by substituting in γ = 1−p
p .

Proof of Lemma 1. The results for λ,R and φ are immediate from inspecting the informa-

tiveness condition; the result for p follows from Lemma 5.

Finally, let’s verify that the strategies and beliefs specified in Result 2 indeed constitute

an equilibrium.

Proof of Result 2. According to the strategies in Result 2, (q, ∅) is bad news. Now that (r, 1)

is good news and (r, 0) is bad news for congruence, the principal retains only after observing

a successful reform. Now apply Lemma 3.

Full transparency

Proof of Result 3. Let us verify that the strategies and beliefs in Result 3 indeed constitute

a PBE. First, the noncongruent agent does not want to mimic a congruent one even when

the signal is good. To see it, the noncongruent agent values retention at R and the status

quo payoff at d; he is unwilling to initiate a reform if it entails a cost higher than R − d,

which amounts to an effort
√

2λ(R− d). This means that as long as the congruent agent

is willing to exert an effort above this level, separation happens. Notate µ as a congruent

agent’s posterior belief that the state is good. His policy payoff is single-peaked at the λµ.

This means that the congruent agent exerts effort max{
√

2λ(R− d), λµ} in equilibrium.
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Now we verify that this equilibrium survives the universal divinity refinement. Let’s

consider whether a deviation (r, e′) with e′ /∈ {eH , eL} may benefit anyone. Recall that

there are three payoff types (c, g), (c, b), (n, ·) arranged in the descending order with respect

to the incentive to reform. Clearly, no profitable deviation may occur with e′ ≥ eH . So we

consider cases e′ ∈ (eL, eH) and e′ < eL.

• e′ ∈ (eH , eL). Then among the reformers, only the type (c, g) may benefit from this

deviation when eH =
√

2λ(R− d) > λµ+ because it allows him to save effort for

separation; the type (c, b) cannot benefit from this deviation. But the principal then

regards this as bad news for retention. To see it, we again use the notation p(c,g) and

pn to represent the retention probability that respectively make a type (c, g) agent and

a type (n, ·) agent indifferent between deviation and obtaining the equilibrium payoff;

it suffices to show that pn < p(c,g) i.e. the noncongruent agent benefits more from this

deviation and thus can tolerate more retention loss. By definition, pn ·R− e′2

2λ = d and

p(c,g) ·R+µ+e
′− e′2

2λ = R+µ+eH −
eH

2

2λ = d+µ+eH . Since eH > e′, straightforward

comparison suggests that pn < p(c,g). It happens because the noncongruent agent

has less stake in reform and so he does not suffer as much as the congruent type in

reducing efforts. As such, the principal must replace this agent (c, g) and the agent

cannot benefit from this deviation.

• e′ ∈ (0, eL). Then this deviation may benefit the (c, b) if λµ+ > eL =
√

2λ(R− d) >

λµ− and the principal retains; it may benefit both types of (c, g) and (c, b) if eL =√
2λ(R− d) > λµ+ the principal retains. We consider the first case; the second one

follows analogously. The main observation goes just as above: whenever the congruent

agent benefits from this deviation, the noncongruent type benefits more because he

does not suffer from the loss of reform benefit. More precisely, pn · R − e′2

2λ = d and

p(c,b) ·R+ µ(b)e′ − e′2

2λ = R+ µ(b)eL −
eL

2

2λ = d+ µ(b)eL. Straightforward comparison

shows that pn < p(c,b). This suggests that the principal strikes (c, b) if she observes
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any deviation to (r, e′) with e′ ∈ (0, eL) and believes that this deviation comes from

type (n, ·).

Hence, we have established the proposition.

Lemma 6. 1. Among all separating equilibria, the universal divinity refinement selects

uniquely on the least costly separating equilibrium described in Result 3.

2. If λµ2
+ < 2(R− d), the universal divinity refinement cannot rule out a class of pooling

equilibrium with the following properties: both types of agent choose x = r with effort

e∗, where e∗ ∈ [λµ+,
√

2λ(R− d)]. Otherwise, no pooling equilibrium may survive the

universal divinity criterion.

Proof. Part 1. Result 3 describes the least costly separating equilibrium or the Riley out-

come that survives the universal divinity refinement.

Consider other possibility of separation. First consider perfect separation in which an

agent reforms if and only if he is congruent. We claim that the only plausible equilibrium

in this category is the one characterized in Result 3. To see it,
√

2λ(R− d) is the minimal

effort to deter a noncongruent agent from mimicking. Any other equilibrium must involve

the congruent exerting an effort weakly larger than this. However, any other separating

equilibrium in which a type (c, g) chooses (r, e′H) and a type (c, b) chooses (r, e′L) with

either e′H 6= eH and/or e′L 6= eL does not survive a deviation to the strategy specified in

Result 3. For a concrete example, suppose towards contradiction that indeed a type (c, g)

agent chooses (r, e′H). Then he benefits most by deviating to (r, eH); upon observing this

observation, the principal believes according to the divinity condition that the agent has

type (c, g). Consequently, the only equilibrium possibility is one described in Result 3.

Next we rule out “semi-separating” possibilities in which either 1) not all congruent types

reform and all noncongruent types stay with the status quo or 2) not all noncongruent type

stays with the status quo and all congruent types reform. In the first case, not reforming is
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bad news about congruence. If on path the type (c, b) agent does not reform, the he may

profitably deviate by reforming with effort λµ−; upon this deviation the principal applies

the divinity criterion and assigns probability 1 to type (c, b) and retains. Same story applies

to type (c, g). In the second case, since the types of (n, g), (n, b) share the same policy

preference, they should behave the same in equilibrium. So we can rule out this possibility

as well.

All other semi-separating equilibrium possibilities involving one of (c, g)&(c, b) reforms

and one of (n, g)&(n, b) keeps the status quo can be easily ruled out.

Part 2. There are a few steps:

Step 1. Claim: In any pooling equilibrium that survives the divinity refinement, it must be

that the agent reforms with an effort e ≥ λµ+.

Proof. Suppose not. This boils down to two possibilities: all types of agents (c, g), (c, b), (n, ·)

1) pool on the status quo, or 2) pool on the reform with effort e < λµ+. In either case,

however, a (c, g) type can profitably deviate by choosing (r, λµ+). Upon this deviation, the

divine condition assigns the probability 1 that this deviation comes from a type-(c, g) agent

since he benefits more than other types. The agent will be retained, thus contradicting the

equilibrium condition.

Step 2: Fix a pooling equilibrium in which everyone reforms with effort e∗ ≥ λµ+. Let’s

use the divinity condition to pin down the off-path beliefs. On path, every type shall be

retained. For any deviation to be profitable it must be that either (1) the deviation involves

the agent reforms with an effort e′ < e∗, or (2) the agent chooses the status quo.

Case (1). As before define p(·) as the break-even retention probability after deviation.
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By definition,

Rp(c,g) + µ+e
′ − (e′)2

2λ
= R + µ+e

∗ − (e∗)2

2λ

Rp(c,b) + µ−e′ −
(e′)2

2λ
= R + µ−e∗ −

(e∗)2

2λ

Rpn − (e′)2

2λ
= R− (e∗)2

2λ

By the assumption that e∗ > e′, we deduce p(c,g) > p(c,b) > pn; in other words, the non-

congruent type benefits from the deviation the most. The the principal assigns probability

1 that the agent is of type-n following any deviation (r, e′) with e′ < e∗.

Case (2). Repeat steps in Case (1) and modify the deviation to q. By definition,

Rp(c,g) + d = R + µ+e
∗ − (e∗)2

2λ

Rp(c,b) + d = R + µ−e∗ −
(e∗)2

2λ

Rpn + d = R− (e∗)2

2λ

As before, p(c,g) > p(c,b) > pn. The the principal assigns probability 1 that the agent is of

type-n following any deviation (r, e′) with e′ < e∗.

Taken together, I have shown that any deviation that might benefit the agent would

make the principal more suspicious that he is a noncongruent type.

Reversing the argument, it is straightforward to verify that the divinity condition assigns

any unprofitable deviation to (r, e′) with e′ ∈ (e∗,
√

2λ(R− d)] a belief that the agent is of

type (c, g) with probability 1. Hence if λµ+ > 2(R − d), the following pooling equilibrium

survives the divinity refinement: All types of agent pool on the action (r, e∗) with e∗ ∈

[λµ+,
√

2λ(R− d)]; the principal assigns probability 1 that the agent is noncongruent upon

observing x = q or (r, e′) with e′ < e∗; and she assigns probability 1 that the agent is
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congruent & has received the signal s = g upon observing (r, e′) with e′ > e∗.

1.6.3 Welfare Comparison

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Across three information regimes, the congruent agent always initiates reforms. He

exerts the least effort under the observable policy regime. To see why the congruent agent

shirks most there, after taking the “correct” position he no longer worries about office. In

other two regimes, the congruent agent has to either gamble for success or separate from

the noncongruent type. Together with the fact that the noncongruent agent always fails

a reform after exerting zero effort, the principal’s policy payoff is the lowest under the

observable policy regime.

To see why the observable outcome regime may prevail, it suffices to check whether the

congruent agent works hardest under this regime. Were this true, then the principal would

prefer the observable outcome regime when there is a sizable proportion of congruent agents

in the pool (π high). A sufficient condition is λ(1 + R)µ− ≥
√

2λ(R− d) or equivalently

λ(1 +R)2µ2
− ≥ 2(R− d).

RHS is bounded above by 2(R− λ
2R

2µ2
−) using the condition d ≥ λR2µ2−

2 so it is sufficient

to show that R ≤ λ
2µ

2
−[R2 + (1 + R)2]. This condition can be further simplified to 2 ≤

λµ2
−[2R + 2 + 1

R ]. For sufficiently small R, we can always find λ ∈ [0, 1] satisfying this

inequality and the parameter restriction λ(1 + R) ≤ 1. Further, per Remark 3 we can

identify a set of parameters satisfying the informativeness condition. Finally, there exists a

set of sufficiently small d satisfying Assumption 2.

There also exists parameters such that the full transparency regime prevails. Examples

are available in the proof of Proposition 2.
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1.6.4 Comparative Statics

Proof of Proposition 2. Part 1-2 follow from the reasoning in the text. The only caveat is

that we need to verify whether 2(R − d) < λ might be consistent with Assumption 1-2, the

informativeness condition, and λ(1 +R) < 1.

I claim that there exist parameter values that are compatible with 2(R− d) < λ and the

restrictions listed above. To see it, suppose that the signal accuracy is very high or p ≈ 1;

it overwhelms a weaker prior φ (e.g. φ = 3
4), resulting in µ+ ≈ 1 and µ− ≈ 0. Now I check

these restrictions one by one.

1. With p ≈ 1 Lemma 5 guarantees the informativeness condition if z < λ.

2. With µ− ≈ 0, Assumption 1-2 reduce to max{(1+R)µ−, Rµ+} >
√

2d
λ and µ+ >

√
2d
λ .

If we pick λ > max{ 2d
R2µ2+

, 2d
µ2+
} ≈ max{ 2d

R2 , 2d} then these two assumptions hold.

3. We also need λ(1 +R) ≤ 1.

4. Need to verify that λµ2
+ > 2(R− d)

Taken together, we may choose parameters like this: pick p = 99
100 , φ = 3

4(z = 1
3), λ = 1

2 , R =

1
4 , d = 1

80 . This gives µ+ ≈ 0.996 and µ− ≈ 0.03 and
√

2d
λ ≈ 0.22. λµ2

+ ≈ 0.496 and

2(R− d) = 0.475. All restrictions are met.

Part 3. We want to construct a pair of vectors w′ = (p, φ, d, λ,R, π), w′′ = (p, φ, d, λ,R′, π)

with R′ > R that satisfying Assumptions 1-2, the informativeness condition, and λ(1+R) <

1, such that the principal prefers the observable outcome regime under w′; she prefers the

full transparency under w′′.

To simplify matters, I assume that the agent is likely to be congruent (π ≈ 1); I let

p = φ = 1 − ε for ε sufficiently small. Consequently, µ+ ≈ 1 and µ− = 1
2 . With these

two assumptions, the agent is unlikely to receive a bad signal (which occurs with probability

p(1−φ) +φ(1− p) ≈ 2ε); the welfare comparison reduces to which information policy would

elicit more efforts from a congruent agent when the signal is good.
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Under the observable outcome regime, the congruent agent exerts effort λ(1 + R)µ+.

Under full transparency, he exerts max{
√

2λ(R− d), λµ+}. The full transparency regime

may elicit more effort whenever
√

2λ(R− d) ≥ λ(1 + R)µ+ or λµ2
+(1 + R) ≤ 2(R − d).

Define λ̂ = λµ2
+ and H(R) = λ̂(1 + R)2 − 2(R − d). H has real solutions if 1 ≥ 2λ̂(d + 1);

in this case, two solutions are R =
1−λ̂−

√
1−2(1+d)λ̂

λ̂
> 0 and R̄ =

1−λ̂+

√
1−2(1+d)λ̂

λ̂
. Given

the quadratic shape of H, for all R < R the observable outcome regime dominates; for

R ∈ (R, R̄) full transparency dominates. This suggests that if R is close enough to R or R̄,

then the principal is willing to switch information regimes when there is small perturbation

to R; if R < R or R > R̄ then a local increase in R would not induce regime shift.

We claim from the expression R, R̄ that:

Claim 5. R is increasing in λ and d; R̄ is decreasing in λ and d.

Proof. (R): Since λ̂ = λµ+ it suffices to verify ∂R
∂λ ≥ 0 and ∂R

∂d ≥ 0. The latter is obvious.

Note also that

∂R

∂λ
=

λ(1+d)√
1−2(1+d)λ

− (1−
√

1− 2λ(1 + d))

λ2

Denote k =
√

1− 2(1 + d)λ⇔ (1 + d)λ = 1−k2
2 . The numerator of the above expression is

1−k2
2k − (1− k) = 1

2(k + 1
k )− 1 ≥ 0.

(R̄): Similarly, ∂R̄
∂λ ≥ 0 ⇔ − λ(1+d)√

1−2(1+d)λ
≥
√

1− 2(1 + d)λ which is always false; the

case for d is again straightforward.

It remains to verify that the vector thus constructed (p, φ, d, λ,R) = (1− ε, 1− ε, d, λ, R̄)

may satisfy all necessary assumptions. We have the freedom to choose d and λ. I let ε ↓ 0

for simplicity.

1. λ(1 +R)
ε↓0−−→ λ+ 1− λ−

√
1− 2(1 + d)λ < 1.
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2. The informativeness condition is guaranteed for p = φ = 1 − ε and λ > 0. To see it,

z = γ = ε
1−ε ≈ 0 so the condition z − λ 1

1+γz ≤ γ[λ(1 +R) γ
γ+z − 1] reduces to λ > 0.

3. Assumption 1 requires 1 >
√

2d
λ > 1

2 for ε arbitrarily small. This means that fixing λ

it must be that d ∈ (λ8 ,
λ
2 ).

4. Assumption 2 simplifies to max{1+R
2 , R̄} >

√
2d
λ > R

2 . Unpacking the expression

R =
1−λ̂−

√
1−2(1+d)λ̂

λ̂
, letting λ̂→ λ (since ε ↓ 0), a sufficient condition is

1− λ−
√

1− 2(1 + d)λ < 2
√

2dλ < 1−
√

1− 2(1 + d)λ

There is a large set of pairs (d, λ) satisfying the above three conditions. For example, we

can let d = 0.05 and λ = 0.3. Condition 1, 2 and 3 are immediate. Condition 4 simplifies to

0.0917 < 0.346 < 0.39.

Finally, from w = (1−ε, 1−ε, 0.05, 0.3, R̄) we may construct w′ = (1−ε, 1−ε, 0.05, 0.3, R̄−

δ) and w′′ = (1− ε, 1− ε, 0.05, 0.3, R̄+δ) with δ > 0 sufficiently small such that the principal

chooses the observable outcome regime under w′ and full transparency under w′′.

1.6.5 Robustness

Selection

The baseline model makes a simplifying assumption that the principal is entirely policy-

motivated. One may wonder to what extent this assumption drives my results; after all, it

is quite reasonable to assume that the principal may attach nontrivial weight on selecting a

congruent agent.

I argue that all results continue to hold as long as the principal’s weight on selection is not

too high. Crucially, note that the principal’s retention happens at the last stage. Since the

principal retains on good news about congruence, her retention strategy remains invariant
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to the weight of selection. Also note that a policy-motivated principal’s optimal information

policy is generically11 unique. This means that even if this principal starts to care about

selection, she would not change her policy if selection is not that important.

Modeling congruence

I model (non)congruence along the line of Fox [2007]. One may wonder whether alternative

notions of congruence (e.g. Maskin and Tirole [2004]) might induce similar or different

results.

I argue that the current setup presents the motivation issue in a transparent way. By con-

trast, an alternative setup closer to Maskin and Tirole [2004] often involves the noncongruent

type discounting future differently than the congruent type. The discriminatory nature of

career concerns in the latter setup blurs the comparison of motivation and separation effects

across different information regimes.

To see this, suppose the noncongruent type is a reform saboteur – he prefers a failed

reform to the status quo to a successful reform. Per Maskin and Tirole [2004], we would

like this type of agent to trigger a reform whenever the reform timing is bad, and stays

with the status quo whenever the timing is good in the absence of career concerns. This

equilibrium behavior could be induced, for example, when efforts and the policy choices are

substitutes for reform success: a good reform always succeeds, and a bad reform succeeds

with a probability equal to effort. The main issue is that, the agent cannot control the (risky)

reform outcome in a deterministic way; this renders asymmetry in the continuation payoffs

to two types of agent. In the modified setup above, the congruent type at least secures R+φ

by holding office in the period 2 (reform without effort); the noncongruent type obtains at

most R + (1− φ). The congruent agent benefits more from holding office at least when the

prior is biased towards reform (φ ≥ 1
2). In this case, career concerns discipline the congruent

11. The set of parameters that give rise to more than one optimal policy is meager in the parameter space.
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agent more strictly than the noncongruent one; accordingly, it makes type-separation easier

relative to the main model. While this observation lends extra credibility that an opaque

information regime may prevail (since the congruent agent exerts less effort on path under

full transparency), it is not obvious whether its optimality comes mainly from the motivation

effect of a pivotal decision rule or just the asymmetric discipline effect.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERALIZED PEACEFUL MECHANISMS

2.1 Introduction

Mediation is traditionally regarded as an invaluable information channel for states to resolve

conflicts. An oft-cited example is the shuttle diplomacy of the 1990 Kashmir crisis. In April

1990, Washington warned about “a growing risk of miscalculation which could lead events

to spin out of control”, and later dispatched Robert Gates to avert the Indo-Pakistani crisis

[Hagerty, 1998, 150]. The key to the Gates’ success, Hagerty argues, lies in his persuasive

message to both sides that the war would be detrimental. He also notes that Gates promised

to monitor and share information about states’ compliance using American spy satellites.

In doing so, the Gates mission reduced the chance of war that may arise from India and

Pakistan’s miscalculation of information uncertainty (as in Blainey [1988] and Fearon [1995]).

Gates’ success notwithstanding, mediation is generally hard. Even the received wisdom

that mediators facilitate information transmission is not unconditional. A prerequisite is

that states must find the mediator trustworthy before they are willing to share private

information [Kydd, 2006]. But trust alone is not enough. Fey and Ramsay [2010] point out

that if a mediator does not strategically process the information, then states would again

have incentives to misrepresent private information as if the mediator were absent. This

suggests that a mediator must overcome states’ truth-telling constraints in order to solve the

information problem in mediation.

To incentivize peaceful settlements, mediators must also account for political leaders’

domestic constraints. Political leaders represent their domestic constituencies in crisis bar-

gaining, but they do not necessarily share constituencies’ preference for the bargaining out-

come. The preference divergence may come from leaders’ disproportional gain and/or loss

relative to their fellow citizens in wars, also known as the political bias [Bueno de Mesquita
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et al., 1999, Jackson and Morelli, 2007]; it may also occur during peacetime taking the form

of audience costs: after backing down from crises, political leaders incur a penalty by their

domestic constituencies [Fearon, 1994, Schultz, 2001, Tarar and Leventoglu, 2013]. How

domestic constraints interact with the prospect of mediation is less well understood by the

literature. Ashworth and Ramsay [2017] analyze the optimal domestic constraint design in

crisis bargaining situations, but leave it open whether peacefully resolving crises is possible.

Finally, mediators have to contemplate whether states would respect the designated

peaceful settlement. This is not a concern if mediators have the power to enforce agree-

ments1. In reality, however, “even powerful intermediaries rarely can impose a settlement;

their mediation efforts are constrained by circumstances” [Kriesberg, 2001, 378]. There lacks

a convincing counterfactual to the Indo-Pakistani crisis regarding how US would have in-

tervened had either side reneged, but we do learn from the Arab-Israeli conflict conflicts.

According to Kriesberg [2001], ten major events of conflict transformation occurred in the

1990s despite numerous mediation efforts.

This paper aims to reconcile the above three concerns, and examine the limits of me-

diated conflict resolution. I ask: when does a peaceful settlement exist? How do domestic

constraints shape the scope of peace? And, how does a mediator’s commitment power affect

the implementation of a peaceful settlement?

My approach. I build on the crisis bargaining games developed by Banks [1990] and

Fey and Ramsay [2011], and examine the availability of peaceful mechanisms with the game-

free approach. The novel ingredient is that I introduce audience cost and political bias into

the canonical crisis bargaining situations. Accordingly, I define a mediated mechanism to be

peaceful if it involves a settlement such that for some audience cost, all stakeholders within

each state would voluntarily accept it subject to the enforcement of a powerful mediator.

1. Strong mediators, even if they are biased, can design rules for interaction and enforce agreements with
credible punishment [Goltsman et al., 2009, Hörner et al., 2015, Favretto, 2009]. Sometimes, mediators have
the power to set agenda and influence the crisis bargaining outcomes [Camiña and Porteiro, 2009].
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Here I fix political bias mainly for realistic concerns, because people do not always equally

benefit or suffer from a conflict. I impose no restrictions on the functional form of audience

costs. The purpose for doing so is to understand whether and how audience costs may impact

peace possibilities, other than enabling leaders to learn their adversary’s preference between

war and peace [Fearon, 1994]. Taken together, this approach identifies the best scenario for

states to resolve a crisis peacefully when domestic constraints are at play.

My game-free approach isolates the impact of information asymmetry from domestic con-

straints in studying the peace possibility. Its analytical power derives from the revelation

principle, which allows us to analyze a class of outcome-equivalent bargaining procedures in

which players have no incentives to misrepresent private information [Myerson, 1979, Myer-

son and Satterthwaite, 1983, Banks, 1990, Fey and Ramsay, 2011]. By examining whether

these procedures may induce peaceful outcomes, I would characterize the peace condition.

Indeed, the validity of this game-free approach rests on assuming a mediator who enforces

any agreement in the background. From this perspective, my analysis establishes an ideal

“strong mediator benchmark”: if a mediator with enforcement power cannot implement some

settlement template, then neither can mediators without enforcement power. Conversely, for

settlements implementable by strong mediators, we may look for conditions under which they

may also be implemented by weak mediators.

Main results. I characterize the peaceful mechanisms existence condition as a “weighted

resource budget constraint”: peace is possible whenever the total size of resource being di-

vided exceeds the sum of two strongest-type states’ expected war payoffs. This character-

ization technically enriches the peace constraint of Fey and Ramsay [2011] with domestic

politics. Intuitively, it says that when the size of pie is large enough, a mediator may find

some ways of redistribution to simultaneously pacify two states; otherwise, there must always

be some strong types who cannot be satisfied via a peaceful settlement for any audience cost.

As an immediate consequence, we learn that political bias directly determines the peace
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possibility. To see this, note that war is states’ alternative option to resolve a crisis other

than the mediated peace talk. Since political bias together with the war technology dictates

how much each stakeholder may possibly obtain from war, it affects states’ willingness to

participate in the peace talk.

By contrast, audience costs do not discipline leaders’ behaviors in any peaceful mecha-

nism. The crucial observation is that, for leaders not to misrepresent private information in

a peaceful mechanism, they must receive constant payoffs regardless of types. The observa-

tion exploits the property that audience costs are realized only upon peaceful settlements.

As such, from Myerson’s lemma [Myerson, 1981] we deduce that leaders’ equilibrium payoff

is completely pinned down by the type-dependent war probability (“allocation rule”), up

to a constant determined by the strongest-type leader’s payoff (“participation constraint”).

Since peaceful mechanisms preclude the war possibility, leaders must receive the same payoff

so long as they remain in the peace talk. Moreover, this payoff must exceed leaders’ option

value of war for the highest possible types. This means that in any peaceful mechanism,

the minimum payoff that a leader would ask for is independent from audience costs. Put

differently, audience costs are irrelevant for incentivizing peaceful settlements.

From characterizing the peace condition, I also relate leaders’ private types to their war

propensity and equilibrium payoff. The set of empirically-relevant monotonicity results says

that, as a leader gets stronger, she/he tends to use military force more often, and obtains high

equilibrium payoffs. The main intuition comes from leaders’ incentive to misrepresent their

types: because stronger leaders can always misrepresent and fight with the same probability

as if they were weaker ones, being better fighters their equilibrium payoffs cannot decrease in

types. Moreover, stronger leaders tend to exploit their military strength by demanding more

concessions at the bargaining table at a higher risk of war. When war cannot be averted –

which we know by the contrapositive of the peace condition – the monotonicity result must

be strict over some range of types. Empirically, this means that we can deduce leaders’
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private types by observing their equilibrium war-initiation behaviors.

To complete the game-free analysis, I describe how a mediator’s enforcement power af-

fects the implementation of peaceful settlements. With the power to enforce agreements,

a strong mediator can designate any settlement within the bargaining range to resolve the

crisis. By contrast, a weak mediator who lacks this power cannot prevent strong leaders from

renegotiating for better terms of settlement at a higher risk of war. This suggests that weak

mediators will find it much more difficult to preclude the war possibility. An exceptional

case is that leaders at the bargaining table can credibly reject any renegotiated offer. The

credibility may be supported by leaders’ off-path belief – they expect any renegotiated offer

to come from “weak enemies”, and prefer to fight rather than accepting the terms of rene-

gotiation. When this is the case, a weak leader faces a similar implementation environment

as if she has the enforcement power.

I conclude the introduction section by relating my paper to existing works. This paper

builds on and extends the mechanism design approach of crisis bargaining, and makes robust

predictions for general crisis bargaining games. Banks [1990] first recognizes the necessity of

an “institution-free” analysis for game-theoretic models, and establishes weak monotonicity

theorems about leaders’ war-propensity and payoff. Fey and Ramsay [2009, 2011] generalize

Banks [1990]’s information structure, and study the possibility of peaceful resolution. Hörner

et al. [2015] take yet another angle, suggesting that arbitration and mediation could yield

the same resolution outcome with mediators’ clever strategy of communication. This paper

sharpens Banks [1990]’s weak monotonicity theorems, generalizes Fey and Ramsay [2009,

2011]’s peace condition, and studies peaceful mechanism implementation with respect to

neutral mediators of different enforcement power in the spirit of Hörner et al. [2015].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the structure of the

model, which is analyzed in Section 2.3. Section 3.3 concludes.
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2.2 Model

The model concerns two states disputing over a unit size of resource. Each state has a

population normalized to 1 with share γi being leaders and share 1 − γi being citizens.

Leaders bargain in the shadow domestic constraints. At the outset, there is a mediator

whose objective is to preclude any war possibility.

Mediated crisis bargaining

Leaders engage in a crisis bargaining game, whose final outcome is either a peaceful settle-

ment or a war. The game entails the standard structure of information uncertainty about

resolve2, which is described by a set of types Θ = Θ1 × Θ2 with its typical element be-

ing θ = (θ1, θ2). θi and θj are independently distributed. Each state knows its own type

θi ∈ Θi = [θi, θ̄i], but treats state-j′s type as a random variable with cumulative distribution

function Fj(θj) and strictly positive density.

The crisis bargaining outcome is a tuple (π, x) specifying war probability π ∈ [0, 1] and

peaceful division x = (x1, x2) ∈ ∆2 = {(x1, x2) : x1 + x2 ≤ 1, x1, x2 ∈ R+}. War is a costly

lottery with each side endowed with winning probability p = (p1, p2) which sums to one.

Leaders also suffer from war costs c = (c1, c2) adjusted by their political biases. The winner

takes all the resources.

θ determines state-i leader’s war payoff wi(θ), which is strictly increasing and differen-

tiable in its argument θi. According to Fey and Ramsay [2011], the resolve θi may concern

(one-sided) fighting costs wi(θ) = wi(−ci) where ci ∼ Fi(ci) and wi is increasing in −ci; or

it may concern (two-sided) relative strength in fight wi(pi(θ)) = wi(pi(θi, θj)) where pi is

increasing in θi but decreasing in θj , and wi is increasing in pi.

Now denote leaders’ strategy set abstractly as S = S1 × S2. S itself is enormously

large, but it contains a small subset Θ = Θ1 ×Θ2 which coincides with leaders’ type space.

2. See Ramsay [2017] for a review.
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The class of game form known as the direct mechanism restricts each leader’s strategy to

reporting some type θ̃i ∈ Θi, and it assigns war probability π(θ̃) and peaceful settlement

x(θ̃) = (x1(θ̃), x2(θ̃)) for a typical report profile θ̃ ∈ Θ. Formally, we represent the direct

mechanism as a “menu” Σ : θ̃ → (π(θ̃), x(θ̃)). It is incentive compatible (IC) if leaders of all

types are willing to report truthfully (i.e. θ̃i = θi).

It turns out that studying the class of incentive compatible direct mechanisms Σ would

not compromise our search for the peace possibility. We may bypass the myriad of bargaining

strategies thanks to the powerful revelation principle [Myerson, 1979]. Its IR version says

that for any crisis bargaining game, we can construct an outcome-equivalent game form in

the class of the incentive compatible direct mechanisms Σ [Fey and Ramsay, 2011]. Along

with the fact that Σ is just a subset of all possible crisis bargaining game forms, studying

its equilibrium outcome entails no loss of generality.

At this point, the common game-theoretic approach would be positing an exact game

form so that we may analyze its equilibrium outcome. The following game form Γ is an

example: first, the mediator offers and commits to enforcing a “menu” Σ to the leaders

of two states-in-conflict. Second, each leader decides some θ̃i ∈ Θi to report. Third, the

outcome (π(θ̃), x(θ̃)) realizes. If the menu satisfies the IC constraint, then we should expect

(π(θ), x(θ)) to occur in equilibrium. If the goal is to examine when a mediator may mediate

the crisis, we ask whether she/he can offer an incentive compatible menu inducing zero war

possibility, namely π(θ) ≡ 0 for all θ ∈ Θ.

While the game-free approach does not require positing any particular game form, we

may use Γ as a concrete template to think about the mediation process. On the one hand,

it suggests a conflict resolution procedure that a mediator may use whenever she/he knows

that a peaceful settlement exists. On the other hand, the game form Γ does not place any

additional restriction on the peace possibility thanks to the revelation principle. To see it,

any particular game form must induce some final equilibrium outcome (π(θ), x(θ)). If a
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mediator cuts through the complicated bargaining process and directly offers an incentive

compatible menu (π(θ), x(θ)), then leaders cannot improve their payoffs by making unilateral

deviations; otherwise, either the truth-telling or the equilibrium condition will be violated.

In words, Γ is a valuable scaffold organizing key elements of the mediated crisis bargaining

process, because it together with the IC constraint can replicate the equilibrium outcome of

any game form.

Remark. The mediator’s power to enforce the menu (π(θ), x(θ)) plays a key role here;

absent the enforcement power, leaders would not consider the menu credible. While the

enforcement power assumption might not be realistic (as argued in Kriesberg [2001]), it

helps produce a set of peaceful settlements that is weakly larger than what the real-world

implementation constraint would permit. We may then drop this assumption and verify

whether these settlements are also implementable by weak mediators. In the section of

implementation, I discuss this guess-and-verify approach in detail.

Domestic constraints

Audience cost

Formal literature [Fearon, 1994, Schultz, 2001, Tarar and Leventoglu, 2013, Ashworth and

Ramsay, 2017] models audience costs as leaders’ suffering if they initiate crises but end up

backing down. Following this tradition, I model audience costs as leaders’ “peace penalties”,

because accepting a peaceful settlement is inconsistent with leaders’ initial intention of crisis

escalation. After punishment, state i leader’s ex post net gain would be vi(θ) conditional on

type θ ∈ Θ. The audience cost is naturally understood as the discrepancy between state i′s

commonly-valued settlement and leader’s net payoff ai(θ) = xi(θ)−vi(θ), which encompasses

all possible functional forms in the literature.

Citizens do not benefit directly from the audience cost ai, because it is privately “valued”

by the leader. Instead, citizens’ peaceful payoffs are implicitly determined by the bargaining
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outcome xi. To summarize, with audience cost the leader and citizens’ payoffs in state i are

vi(θ) and xi(θ) conditional on type θ.

Political bias

Political bias is the war payoff discrepancy between leaders and citizens [Jackson and Morelli,

2007, Bueno de Mesquita et al., 1999, Ashworth and Ramsay, 2017]. If state-i citizens’ war

cost is ci, then their leader suffers from λici, where λi > 0 parametrizes the leader’s cost

sensitivity to conflict relative to citizens. To allow for the possibility of dovish leaders I do

not necessarily restrict λi ∈ (0, 1). Hence, if war occurs, a risk-neutral leader gets a net

payoff wi = pi − λici while a citizen gets wci = pi − ci.

Following Ashworth and Ramsay [2017] I take political bias as given, but treat domestic

audience cost as a “free parameter” throughout the paper. This approach is substantively

motivated by the fact that audience costs are more constitutional than political bias, as

the latter is structurally shaped by the war technology beyond audiences’ control. When a

peaceful settlement exists for some audience cost, I consider peace as a plausible mediated

bargaining outcome.

Participation constraints

Given the anarchic structure of the international system, states may back out from any signed

peaceful agreement. They are willing to stay in the agreement only if doing so would bring

a payoff higher than what they would expect from using force. The “voluntary participation

constraints” reflect the concern of Waltz [2001], who suggests that “sovereign states with no

system of law enforceable among them, with each state judging its grievances and ambitions

according to the dictates of its own reason or desire”.

In the IR context, the suitable participation constraint is the “interim individual ratio-

nality” defined in Banks [1990] and Fey and Ramsay [2011]. Its original formulation is a
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statement about states’ preferences between war and peace after knowing their own private

types but not their opponents’. It requires that after making a type report (not necessar-

ily truthful), each state receives a peaceful settlement weakly larger than its expected war

payoff. In a peaceful mechanism, the participation constraint applies to each type of states.

After introducing domestic politics, I consider the participation constraints for the leader

and citizens respectively. This approach reflects the view that each stakeholder has a say

in signing a bilateral peaceful settlement. On the one hand, leaders may at any time walk

away from the bargaining table and initiate a conflict. On the other hand, citizens might

not entirely retire from their homeland’s war-or-peace decision. For example, a leader has

to garner enough support from soldiers before waging a war. Conversely, a peace treaty may

not last long if it fails to pacify domestic citizens.

Now let us formalize the participation constraints. Denote stakeholders’ the expected

(interim) war/peace payoff as

(War) Wi(θi) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

wi(θi, θj)dFj(θj), W c
i (θi) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

wci (θi, θj)dFj(θj),

(Peace) Vi(θi) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

vi(θi, θj)dFj(θj), Xi(θi) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

xi(θi, θj)dFj(θj),

Following Banks [1990], I define leaders and citizens’ interim participation constraints as

follows: for each θi ∈ [θi, θ̄i]

(Leader) Wi(θi) ≤ Vi(θi) (2.1)

(Citizens) W c
i (θi) ≤ Xi(θi) (2.2)

The set of inequalities (2.1)-(2.2) describes the most stringent participation constraints

in a bargaining environment with domestic politics. Substantively, it says that a peaceful

agreement needs approvals from all domestic stakeholders before it comes into effect. While
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the formal analysis of this paper devotes to this case, we can redefine participation constraints

to accommodate situations in which not all stakeholders may veto a peaceful agreement. For

example, if state-i′s pivotal decision maker is its political leader, then it suffices to consider

this leader’s participation constraint only.

Closing the model

In the remainder of this section, I formally describe players’ payoff functions and discuss

the method of the game-free approach. Each player in this game is risk-neutral. Let ui, u
c
i

stand for the ex post utility of the leader and a typical citizen in state i. These utilities are

average payoff of war (wi, w
c
i ) and peace (vi, xi) weighted by “war assignment function” π,

conditional on each type realization θ ∈ Θ:

ui(θ) = π(θ)wi(θ) + (1− π(θ))vi(θ)

uci (θ) = π(θ)wci (θ) + (1− π(θ))xi(θ)

Let Ui(θ̃i|θi) denote type-θi leader’s expected (interim) utility if she reports θ̃i in the mech-

anism,

Ui(θ̃i|θi) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

ui(θ̃i, θj)dFj(θj) =

∫ θ̄j

θj

[π(θ̃i, θ)wi(θi, θj) + (1− π(θ̃i, θj))vi(θ̃i, θj)]dFj(θj)

and denote her utility from truthfully reporting as Ui(θi) := Ui(θi|θi).

So far, I have assembled all necessary elements for the game-free analysis. The main goal

is checking whether a mediator with enforcement power may offer an incentive compatible

menu Σ : θ → (π(θ), x(θ)), such that all domestic stakeholders would like to accept and

resolve the crisis peacefully. To concretely think of the complete mediation process, we

may augment the mediated crisis bargaining game Γ with domestic politics, and define an

extensive-form game Ω. Ω begins with a mediator committing to offering a peaceful menu
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Σ (i.e. π ≡ 0) to leaders at the bargaining table. If any leader rejects the menu, war

ensues. Otherwise, each leader makes a type report θ̂i ∈ Θi and brings the settlement xi(θ̂i)

to citizens for ratification; under the incentive compatible constraint, the equilibrium report

must be θ̂i = θi. If citizens of both states ratify the settlement, then peace realizes; otherwise,

war ensues. Domestic stakeholders’ payoffs are given as before. The mediator wants to

maximize the peace probability, and our goal is to examine whether this probability could

be 1. Per earlier discussion, Ω works as well as the game-free approach in finding peaceful

settlements.

It is worth mentioning that I take a “minimum” set of peaceful criteria for the mediated

crisis bargaining situation. When a peaceful mechanism exists, it does not mean that peace

is readily achievable; instead, it suggests that domestic stakeholders may institutionalize

appropriate audience costs to resolve the crisis peacefully (perhaps with the help of a me-

diator). For example, citizens may either commit to a reward-punishment scheme [Barro,

1973, Ferejohn, 1986, Ashworth and Ramsay, 2017] or condition their retention strategy on

an endogenous reference point [Acharya and Grillo, 2019] to discipline leaders’ behaviors.

But if none of mechanisms meets the minimal “peaceful” criterion, any peaceful settlement

must be suboptimal for at least one of the states-in-conflict.

Finally, I comment on the role of the mediator in the mediation process. Because this

paper aims to understand the limits of mediated conflict resolution, here the mediator cares

only about whether she/he may make a menu Σ to preclude the war possibility. This

approach differs from Kydd [2006], who assumes that mediators care about the issue at

stake. As to whether the mediator remains “neutral” about the issue during mediation,

my approach resembles Hörner et al. [2015], although their objective is to examine how a

weak mediator may play clever communication strategies to circumvent the unenforceability

constraint. I also rule out the possibility that the mediator may subsidize two states-in-

conflict for peace. I do so mainly to avoid repetition: Fey and Ramsay [2011] show that
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peace is always possible if a mediator is willing to make sufficiently large subsidies to appease

both states. However, the size of subsidies could be too large to be politically feasible.

With these terminologies, it is possible to conduct the game-free analysis.

2.3 Analysis

Characterization

In this section, I derive the conditions for the existence of an incentive-compatible menu

Σ : θ → (π(θ), x(θ)) that a mediator may offer to induce peace. The menu Σ is incentive-

compatible if each leader at the bargaining table does not gain by misreporting her/his

private information θi; it induces peace if 1) π(θ) ≡ 0 for all θ = (θ1, θ2) up to a measure-

zero set, and 2) whenever a mediator with enforcement power proposes it, all stakeholders

always prefer to accept the peaceful agreement x(θ) specified in the menu rather than wage

war.

The first result formalizes the incentive compatible condition of the menu Σ.

Lemma 7. Σ is incentive compatible if and only if

Ui(θi)− Ui(θi) =

∫ θi

θi

∫ θ̄j

θj

π(t, θj)
∂wi(t, θj)

∂t
dFj(θj)dt, (2.3)

∫ θ̄j

θj

π(t, θj)
∂wi(t, θj)

∂t
dFj(θj) is weakly increasing in t. (2.4)

The proof follows the standard mechanism design technique and is deferred to the Ap-

pendix 2.5.1. Roughly, Condition 2.3 corresponds to leaders’ first-order condition which

precludes any local profitable deviation from truthful reports. Condition 2.4 establishes a

kind of second-order condition that ensures the global optimality of truth-telling.

Conditions 2.3 and 2.4 imply the monotonicity of payoff and war propensity with respect

to types. To see why, given the menu Σ the stronger leaders can always misrepresent as
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weaker types; in doing so, they obtain the weaker one’s assigned war probability and peace

payoff. This means that the stronger leaders cannot be worse off than the weaker ones,

because they are the better fighters whenever war happens. To induce truth telling, it must

be that the stronger leaders obtain an even higher overall “rent” specified by Condition 2.3.

At the same time, the weaker leaders must be deterred from misreporting upward. Condition

2.4 guarantees it, because by reporting upward the weaker leaders have to fight more often.

As worse fighters, they are not as aggressive as the stronger types in trading off the risk and

returns.

At first glance, the envelope formula seems to be a technical generalization of Banks

[1990]. It says that in any mechanism, leaders’ equilibrium payoff is completely pinned

down by the war assignment function π and war technology wi up to a constant. However,

the envelope formula has surprising substantive implications: after introducing domestic

constraints, the audience costs do not explicitly enter leaders’ payoff function. Prima facie,

the result seems to contradict Fearon [1994]’s notion of audience cost since it is payoff

irrelevant. I remark that the audience costs implicitly impact leaders’ war propensity: unless

the war assignment function π does not depend on leaders’ report, the standard risk-return

trade off foreshadowed in Banks [1990] persists.

In the class of peace mechanisms, the IC constraint has a particularly simple structure.

Because a typical peaceful menu prescribes the war probability π(θ) ≡ 0 for all θ, every leader

must receive the same payoff regardless of their true types. This means that Ui(θi) = Ui(θ̄i)

for all θi ∈ [θi, θ̄i]. The pooling payoff structure eliminates low types’ incentive to mimic

high types for bargaining gains regardless of leader-citizen preference divergence à la audience

costs. To glorify the observation that leaders remain unresponsive to their true types in any

peaceful settlement, I put it as one of the main results:

Result 4. Audience costs are irrelevant for incentivizing peaceful settlements.

With the help of Lemma 7 and the peace requirement that π ≡ 0, I rewrite the par-
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ticipation constraints (2.1)-(1). At the bargaining table, leaders of all types must prefer

accepting the peaceful settlement to simply fighting. Each leader understands that she/he

can on average take Vi(θ) away by signing the treaty and Wi(θi) by fighting. In a peace-

ful mechanism, Vi(θ) coincides with one’s expected payoff Ui(θi), and equals Ui(θ̄i) by the

incentive compatibility requirement. As such, leaders’ participation constraints satisfy the

following chain of inequality: ∀θi ∈ [θi, θ̄i],

(Leader) Wi(θi) ≤ Vi(θi) = Ui(θi) = Ui(θ̄i)

Because the strongest leader receives the most spoils from the battlefield, it must be that

supΘi
Wi(θi) = Wi(θ̄i). This suggests that in a peaceful mechanism, all leaders must ask for

the same payoff denoted by V̄i := Ui(θ̄i) no less than Wi(θ̄) regardless of the audience cost.

Rewriting citizens’ participation constraints is no more difficult: they must always find

the peace payoff weakly larger than that of war. This requires that ∀θi ∈ [θi, θ̄i],

(Citizens) W c
i (θi) ≤ Xi(θi)

Since a typical citizen of state i benefits from having a strong leader in war, she would expect

a war-payoff at most W c
i (θ̄i). Therefore, it costs no more than W c

i (θ̄i) to appease her/him.

Now that we have characterized the properties of an incentive-compatible peaceful menu

Σ and domestic stakeholders’ participation constraints, it remains to verify whether they

jointly ask for more than what the unit-size resource permits. Suppose state i has a leader

of type θi. At the interim stage, its leader and citizens cannot accept a peace treaty leading

to payoffs less than Vi(θi) and Xi(θi). The leader’s IC constraint further requires that

Vi(θ) = V̄i. Given the population share assumption, a peaceful settlement would ex post
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assign state i at least

Ri(θi) = γiV̄i + (1− γi)Xi(θi)

for each realization of θi ∈ [θi, θ̄i]. When a mediator designs the menu Σ, she/he must

prepare for the worst situation i.e. two strongest leaders meet at the bargaining table.

This is the moment when peace is the most expensive – it costs a total of
∑
iRi(θ̄i). If

the unit-size resource is large enough to cover this expense (
∑
iR(θ̄i) ≤ 1), then peace is

possible. Substituting in the participation constraints W c
i (θi) ≤ Xi(θi),Wi(θi) ≤ V̄i, I derive

a necessary condition for the existence of a peaceful menu:

(Peace condition)
∑
i

γiWi(θ̄i) + (1− γi)W c
i (θ̄i) ≤ 1 (2.5)

I show that Condition (2.5), or the “peace condition”, is also sufficient for the existence of

peaceful mechanisms.

Result 5. A peaceful mechanism exists if and only if the peace condition holds.

Proof. If the condition fails, then for any settlement we can identify a nontrivial subset of Θ

that contains at least one unsatisfied stakeholder. To see it, when two strongest types θ̄1, θ̄2

meet, they cannot simultaneously agree on any peaceful settlement simply because doing so

would require a budget larger than permitted,

∑
i

Ri(θ̄i) =
∑
i

γiV̄i + (1− γi)Xi(θ̄i)

≥
∑
i

γiWi(θ̄i) + (1− γi)W c
i (θ̄i) > 1

Since Wi,W
c
i are continuous in θi, the set of pairs (θ1, θ2) with θi close enough to θ̄i will for

the same reason refuse to sign any peaceful settlement. Because this set of “near-strongest
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duos” is non-degenerate, war will happen with strict positive probabilities.

If instead this condition holds, a division (X1, X2) satisfying X1 ≥ W1(θ̄1), X2 ≥ W2(θ̄2)

would pacify leaders and citizens alike with audience cost setting to zero.

The characterization of the peace condition should come at no surprise. It generalizes

Fey and Ramsay [2011] by taking account of domestic constraints: peace is possible when

the total size of resource being divided is large enough to satisfy leaders and citizens in both

states. In line with Fey and Ramsay [2011], the peace condition is more benign when the

underlying uncertainty is one-sided. It is easily verified that peaceful mechanisms always

exist under one-sided uncertainty (cost) due to the war inefficiency3. But if uncertainty

is modeled as two-sided (relative strength), then peaceful mechanisms exist only when the

strongest types of both sides are jointly pessimistic about the expected war outcomes. I

defer the formalization to Appendix 2.5.2.

That said, the peace condition is substantively important because it points out the asym-

metric roles of audience costs and political bias in conflict resolution. Political bias matters

because it affects the minimum payoff necessary to prevent two states from taking the war

option. Audience costs do not directly impact the peace possibility, because they essentially

describe how a state may redistribute the peaceful settlement between its leader and citizens.

With this observation, we immediately recognize that the (contrapositive of) peace condi-

tion provides a sufficient condition under which citizens would not use an audience cost that

induces peace. This result has implications for the design of optimal domestic constraints

in crisis bargaining situations. Specifically, the war technology and political bias have a

first-order impact on determining whether peace is materially feasible. If the peace condi-

tion fails, then either the leader or citizens of at least one state must wage war with strict

positive probabilities regardless of how they may possibly redistribute any peaceful settle-

ment. As such, characterizing the peace condition resolves a theoretical puzzle in Ashworth

3. Take wi = pi − ci, wci = pi − λici, and note that pi + pj = 1.
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and Ramsay [2017] as to why the war possibility is independent of the domestic preference

divergence (shaped by audience costs)4.

From the peace condition, we can also sharpen a set of robust comparative static pre-

dictions known as the “monotonicity results” in the classic game-free analysis [Banks, 1990,

Fey and Ramsay, 2011]. In Lemma 7, I deduce from the incentive compatibility condition

that stronger leaders must fight (weakly) more often to exploit their military advantage

and thereby obtain higher payoffs than weaker leaders. Under the peace condition, a me-

diator may offer an attractive peaceful settlement to neutralize stronger leaders’ excessive

war propensity. But in the absence of a peaceful settlement, stronger leaders’ excessive war

propensity manifests itself again, and the monotonicity result must be strict over some range

of types. Formally, taking together the contrapositive of Result 5 and the envelope formula

of Lemma 7, we have the strict monotonicity results:

Corollary 1. If the peace condition fails, then in any equilibrium of the crisis bargaining

game there exist strong-type leaders fighting strictly more often than others and obtaining

strictly higher payoffs.

The corollary is a general statement about the properties of equilibria in any crisis bar-

gaining game; therefore, it survives the Banks critique5. It identifies sufficient conditions

that generate the strict monotonicity results based on model primitives. It advances Banks

[1990] who derives a similar result by positing a nontrivial set of leaders fighting with strictly

positive probabilities in equilibrium.

4. “Interestingly, the decision about whether or not to use a strategy with positive probability of war is
independent of the preference divergence between the leader and the citizen.” [Ashworth and Ramsay, 2017,
14]

5. All model predictions “can also be seen as a drawback in that it may be unclear whether the conclusions
deduced from a particular model are robust to other specifications of the game.” Banks [1990, 599]
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Implementation

In this section, I discuss the implementation possibility to complete the game-free analysis.

The only interesting case occurs when the resource budget constraint exceeds the minimum

required payoff to guarantee domestic stakeholders’ participation; otherwise, the peace pos-

sibility does not even exist. Hence, we can with loss of generality abstract away domestic

politics, take for granted the peace condition, and check whether a mediator may design a

procedure to induce peace.

When a mediator has the enforcement power, the extensive-form game Γ is a suitable

template for the implementation purpose. According to its procedure, a strong mediator

commits to making a proposal (π, x) with π = 0, followed by two leaders deciding whether

to accept the peaceful settlement x. It is easily seen that whenever the peace condition holds,

the mediator can propose a division of resource satisfying leaders’ participation constraints.

Both leaders would indeed accept and honor this peaceful agreement.

When a mediator lacks the enforcement power, implementation becomes very difficult. A

key issue is that absent external enforcement, some strong leaders would like to renegotiate

the mediated settlement for a higher redistribution of resource at the risk of conflict. Since

the standard risk-return trade-off applies again, we may not expect peace to endure. The

only way to prevent this from happening is that the leader from other state commits to

rejecting any renegotiation possibility, thereby creating the same enforceability environment

as before. Whether leaders can make this credible commitment depends crucially on the

structure of information uncertainty.

To examine leaders’ credibility of commitment, I consider the standard one-sided (fight-

ing cost) and two-sided uncertainty (relative strength) environments à la Fey and Ramsay

[2011]. It is easily seen that under one-sided uncertainty environment, the leader with a

sufficiently high (private) fighting cost cannot credibly reject all renegotiated offers. But if

the uncertainty environment is two-sided, we may construct reasonable off-path beliefs to
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back up leaders’ credibility of commitment. One viable belief is that only the lowest types

would renegotiate and it is rational to trigger war against them. When this is the case, a

weak mediator may again implement peaceful settlements according to the procedures in Γ.

To summarize,

Result 6. Strong mediators can implement all possible peaceful settlements. Weak mediators

can implement peaceful settlements only when the underlying uncertainty is two-sided, backed

by leaders’ credible promises to reject any revisionist offer.

In the Appendix 2.5.2, I formalize when leaders can credibly refuse renegotiated offers.

2.4 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the limits of mediation in general crisis bargaining situations. It mainly

addresses three questions: taking account of domestic constraints, when does a peaceful

settlement exist? How do different domestic constraints affect the availability of peaceful

settlements? Are these settlements implementable by a weak mediator who lacks the en-

forcement power?

I answer the questions by characterizing the peace condition subject to domestic con-

straints. With the “game-free” approach, I identify the weighted resource budget constraint

as the condition for the existence of peaceful settlements. The characterization indicates

that domestic constraints do not fundamentally impact the peace possibility other than af-

fecting the calculus of the resource budget. When the budget constraint fails, stronger-type

leaders are more likely to fight and obtain strictly more spoils in crises. I then study how

a mediator’s enforcement power affects the implementation of peaceful settlements. I show

that, while implementation is generally hard without the enforcement power, the mediator

may achieve some success when states are uncertain about the relative strength of their

adversaries.
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My characterization of peaceful mechanisms is a preliminary step to revisit the informa-

tion rationale for mediation. For mediation to completely preclude any war possibility, it

must be that mediators impose settlements acceptable to both sides without releasing any

payoff-relevant information. Even a weak mediator is potentially helpful, for she could coordi-

nate actions and circumvent wars out of states’ greedy ultimatum at the bargaining table. By

contrast, if states learn from mediators’ offer about the underlying information uncertainty,

then their incentive to misrepresent would persist, and war would occur in equilibrium with

positive probabilities. Admittedly, failing to completely circumvent war possibility does not

mean that mediation is less effective. It just indicates that the information role of mediators

depends on the specific mediation institution.

Finally, my characterization serves as a benchmark result for future research on crisis

bargaining models. From the contrapositive of the peace condition, I derive a set of strict

monotonicity results regarding war propensity and payoff. Since these results hold regardless

of the game form and domestic constraints, the value of particular bargaining protocols and

domestic constraints lies in generating other empirically-relevant theoretical predictions. I

embrace any bargaining details, as long as they are useful towards understanding real-world

conflicts.
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2.5 Appendix

2.5.1 Proof of Lemma 1

To analyze incentive compatible mechanism, I apply the envelope theorem in Milgrom and

Segal [2002]. In an IC mechanism, the leader must be willing to tell the truth. Take the

most general case wi = wi(θi, θj), vi = vi(θi, θj). Since truth-telling is optimal,

Ui(θi) = max
θ̂i

Ui(θ̂i|θi) = max
θ̂i

∫ θ̄j

θj

[π(θ̂i, θj)wi(θi, θj) + (1− π(θ̂i, θj))v(θ̂i, θj)]dFj(θj)

(2.6)

Since wi(θi, θj) is differentiable, apply envelope theorem to Equation (2.6)

dUi(θi)

dθi
=

∫ θ̄j

θj

π(θi, θj)
∂wi(θi, θj)

∂θi
dFj(θj)

By the fundamental theorem of calculus,

Ui(θi)− Ui(θi) =

∫ θi

θi

∫ θ̄j

θj

π(t, θj)
∂wi(t, θj)

∂t
dFj(θj)dt (2.7)

Equation (2.7) is a necessary condition for incentive compatibility. From standard Bayesian

mechanism design argument (see Borgers et al. [2015] for example), we know that it is also

sufficient for incentive compatibility if π̄(t) :=
∫ θ̄j
θj
π(t, θj)

∂wi(t,θj)
∂t dFj(θj) is nondecreasing

in t.

2.5.2 Credible threat under two-sided uncertainty

Consider the two-sided uncertainty model à la Fey and Ramsay [2011]. Define p̄i(t) =∫ θ̄j
θj
pi(t, θj)dFj(θj) as state i′s expected victory probability with type−t leader and c̄i =
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(1− γi)ci + γiλici the state’s average fighting cost. The peace condition (2.5) simplifies to

∑
k=i,j

p̄k(θ̄k) ≤ 1 +
∑
k=i,j

c̄k (2.8)

as if two unitary actors bargain in the Fey and Ramsay [2011] environment with fighting

cost modified to c̄k. As such, peaceful mechanisms exist if and only if when both states are

on average pessimistic about war taking account of fighting cost.

When the peace condition (2.5) holds, no one would want to make a revisionist offer if it

leads to war with probability one. As such, a large set of peaceful divisions are implementable

by a weak mediator, provided that both sides admit a sufficiently weak type who is fought

against upon proposing a revisionist offer. The following lemma provides a sufficient criterion

to identify the “weak type”:

Lemma 8. If there exists εi, εj satisfying the following conditions:

1. pi(θi, θj) ≤ εi for almost all θj ∈ Θ, pj(θi, θj) ≤ εj for almost all θi ∈ Θ.

2. p̄i(θ̄i) ≥
∑
k c̄k + εj , p̄j(θ̄i) ≥

∑
k c̄k + εi, where k = {i, j}

then both leaders’ threats to reject any revisionist offer are credible.

Proof. state i can expect at most 1 + c̄j − p̄j(θ̄j) from a peaceful settlement. Facing a

revisionist offer, state i expects at least 1−εj−c̄i conditional on the belief that the opponent is

the worst type. As such, with probability 1 state i would reject a revisionist offer if condition

2 holds.

How restrictive are the assumptions in Lemma 8? Condition 1 establishes a uniform

upper bound for the weakest type’s winning probability, which would be trivially satisfied

with the Tullock contest success functions (among others6) and Θk = [0, 1]. Together with

6. See Skaperdas [1996] for a survey.
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condition (2.8), there is a large set of parameters consistent with both requirements. So the

implementability under two-sided uncertainty is relatively benign.

To study implementation possibility, I posit the following game form: first, a mediator

proposes (π, x) with π = 0. Second, exactly one of the two leaders has a chance to make

an ultimatum revisionist offer; each leader has the proposing power with strictly positive

probability7. War ensues if no agreement is reached.

Under the conditions of Lemma 8, no leader would make a revisionist offer for fear of

being perceived as the weakest type. Because renegotiation invites only an inefficient war,

on the equilibrium path we observe that the mediator proposes a peaceful settlement that is

accepted by both leaders.

7. This assumption is even less restrictive than the “random dictatorship axiom” in Myerson [1984]; it
only requires that some leader would be recognized as the proposer in the bargaining game (not necessarily
with equal chance).
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CHAPTER 3

REASONABLE DOUBT

3.1 Introduction

“Better that ten guilty persons escape than that one innocent suffer”.

- William Blackstone, Commentaries 358

We encounter testing every day, from electoral competition, law enforcement, to terror-

ism prevention and judicial decision. Regardless of the context, a near-consensus is that a

principal (voter, jury, security agency, etc.) should employ a standard of evidence known

as the “reasonable doubt” beyond which to trigger conviction decisions on an agent. To

the extent that any test inevitably entails errors, the principal should trade off the social

costs of wrongfully convicting the innocent and acquitting the guilty (e.g. Feddersen and

Pesendorfer [1998], Posner [1999]).

But testing often concerns more than the principal’s strategy, as the classic jury mod-

els assume. Anticipating the endogenous standard of the “reasonable doubt”, an agent has

every incentive to contaminate evidence through costly and hidden efforts. Moreover, the

agent must exert efforts according to his/her hidden type. The signaling component differ-

entiates the testing situations from many canonical accountability models in which players

are symmetrically informed (see Fearon [1999], Ashworth [2012]).

Two examples illustrate the nature and prevalence of testing. In nondemocracies, office-

motivated politicians are less constrained to manipulate GDP statistics. It is hard to think of

all politicians choosing the same manipulation activities without knowing their competence.

Manipulation activities bear electoral consequences: high-offices judge subordinates by those

tangible criteria. Utilizing satellite data to match nightlights with government statistics,

Martinez [2019] finds that officials in nondemocratic regimes are particularly prone to ex-

aggerate their GDP statistics before elections. But GDP manipulation does not necessarily
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come for free. It may not only divert politicians’ attention from delivering constituency ser-

vice, but also cost their reputation and deteriorate their long-term relationship from superiors

in charge of this jurisdiction [Jiang and Wallace, 2017].

In democratic regimes today, politicians have to expend more efforts safeguarding their

valuable but vulnerable reputation against the challenges of new information technology. In

2019, an article titled “Deepfakes and the New Disinformation War” in the Foreign Affairs

magazine warns us of the danger that the “deepfake” technology imposes on democratic

norms. Deepfakes refer to synthetic media that are highly realistic and difficult to detect.

Once well-timed, they may have the potential to tip elections. According to this article,

Emmanuel Macron nearly fell victim of the Russian hackers who attempted to undermine

his 2017 presidential campaign with forgery documents. To guard against the deepfakes,

the authors recommend precautionary measures such as alibi service to the high-profiles,

but concede that we may learn to “live with lies”. It remains ambiguous whether the

constituents would perceive the politicians as innocent and cast their votes, anticipating

necessary measures taken by politicians against the disinformation war.

In this paper, I study how a principal interacts with an agent in a testing situation. I ask:

what does the equilibrium strategy profile look like? If a principal sets a reasonable doubt,

how should she maintain her doubt reasonable subject to changes in the testing environment?

To answer these questions, I develop a model of testing based on the standard signaling

model of political agency. The principal-agent relationship of the testing game naturally fits

the jury context: a judge or a pivotal juror wants to learn the type of a defendant from the

result of an innocence test. It also captures the strategic interactions of political selection as

in my motivating examples: the constituency wants to select the high-competence politician

based on whether he/she “appears good”. In testing, the principal has to choose from the set

of binary actions labeled “convict” or “acquit” on the basis of a test standard unknown to the

agent. For example, there may lack definitive promotion criteria for officials in nondemocratic
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regimes; the constituency may lack the technical expertise to consistently tell true scandals

from the deepfakes.

Key to the testing situation is the agent’s influence on the test result based on his

conjecture of the principal’s standard. He does so by exerting costly and unobserved efforts

according to his type. For example, an outside observer never knows how carefully politicians

manage to insulate themselves from scandals. I assume that the test result is determined

by the agent’s type and effort, plus an idiosyncratic shock that has a Gaussian distribution.

This assumption is standard in the career concern models à la Holmström [1999]. That said,

our strategic nature are quite different because of the signaling component. In my model, an

innocent agent is always the better test-taker than a guilty one simply due to his innocence.

His superior testing technology may take the form of an effort advantage, if he expects better

test results by expending the same (positive) effort. The innocent agent may also possess

an initial advantage, if he tends to outperform when both types exert zero effort. I take

the effort advantage for granted, but dichotomize tests with respect to whether the initial

advantage exists.

Specifically, I call a testing situation criminal whenever the innocent agent possesses the

initial advantage, and civil otherwise. Motivated by the real-world judicial decision-making,

this terminology reflects the following idea: unfavorable evidence about a (truly) guilty

agent is more likely to be discovered in criminal investigations than civil ones. To see it,

fix all agents’ efforts to the same level. A judge in a civil test is equally likely to discover

unfavorable evidence (signals, test results, etc) for both types of agents; in a criminal test,

she is much more likely to discover unfavorable evidence about a guilty agent relative to

an innocent one. Put differently, a guilty agent finds it much harder to disguise himself as

innocent in criminal tests.

Main results. I establish the analytical equivalence between the testing game and a

Bayesian inference problem. The argument follows from two crucial observations. First, the
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principal must employ a threshold conviction strategy in spirit of the “reasonable doubt”

in any testing equilibrium. The reason is that better results are more likely to come from

the innocent type since he is the better test-taker. Hence, the principal should order the

plausibility of innocence solely based on test results, and find a correct threshold (test dif-

ficulty) to optimally trade off two-type inference errors. Second, I show that the principal

can do so by computing the value of a statistic known as the “test informativeness”. This

statistic derives from the likelihood ratio of the test, but it accounts for the agent’s best

response for each test difficulty. This means that the principal can carefully control the test

informativeness as if it were her own decision problem. If the informativeness of a particular

test matches the relative harm of two-type errors – also known as the Blackstone ratio1 –

then its associated difficulty level is a candidate solution for the principal. I prove that any

match indeed corresponds to a testing equilibrium: fixing the agent’s anticipated response,

any other test difficulty would deem too hard or too easy from the principal’s ideal level.

I also examine how the equilibrium test difficulty responds to changes in the testing

environment. The key lemma is that, a criminal (civil) test tends to be more (less) informa-

tive as its difficulty goes to the extreme. Here is the intuition: in an extremely hard/easy

test, the agent expects an almost-sure conviction/acquittal decision and therefore is not very

motivated to exert effort. In this case, an innocent agent stands out from a guilty one if

and only if he possesses the initial advantage. This observation alludes that we may have

opposing comparative static predictions in civil and criminal tests respectively. For example,

suppose the principal demands an uninformative test; it happens when she wants to empha-

size guilty conviction, but still believes that innocent protection is her job priority. Then we

may observe an easier civil test or a harder criminal test in equilibrium.

I conclude the introduction by relating my work to the existing literature. Focusing on

1. “All presumptive result of felony should be admitted cautiously; for the law holds it better that ten guilty
persons escape, than that one innocent party suffer” [Blackstone, 1962]. It is a succinct way of measuring
the social attitude towards acquitting a guilty vis-a-vis convicting an innocent.
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the moral hazard aspect of testing, my paper complements the formal studies of the Con-

dorcet jury theorem and committee design [Condorcet, 1785, Feddersen and Pesendorfer,

1998, Coughlan, 2000, Persico, 2004, Gerardi and Yariv, 2008]. A near-axiom is that in-

formation aggregation in collective decision making could fail because each juror responds

strategically to their (binary) signals. As such, there is room for improving the design of

voting mechanisms, either by allowing pre-voting communication or motivating information

acquisition. Instead of studying the strategic interactions among jurors, my model looks at

the defendant’s “supply side” of information and works with a rich signal space. For a jury

interpretation, my model disentangles how a pivotal juror who votes sincerely might choose

a threshold of reasonable doubt that maximizes the accuracy of her signal.

My paper relates to the optimal design and enforcement of law. Common in the theme is

the social planner’s trade-off between crime deterrence and the enforcement cost (as in Becker

[1968] and Stigler [1970]). To delve deeper into the supply side of crimes, later works tackles

the deterrence problem with a mechanism design approach where the suspects choose their

activities in an incentive compatible way [Mookherjee and Png, 1994, Kaplow, 2011, 2017].

Among them, Kaplow [2011] is the closest to mine. He extends the deterrence framework

by endogenizing the conviction threshold that inevitably induces the errors of convicting the

innocent and acquitting the guilty. Our approaches differ in two crucial aspects. First, I

assume that testing is not costly. Instead of doing the cost-benefit analysis of deterrence,

my model concerns how the principal might possibly make informed decisions. Second, I

relax the principal’s power to commit to her test standard as required by the mechanism

design approach. The no commitment assumption is natural in the jury context, but it is

also plausible in many judicial decision-making situations. For instance, legal doctrines often

entail purposeful vagueness due to court’s hierarchic structure [Lax, 2012]. Consequently,

agents do not necessarily observe the exact test standard before putting their hidden efforts.

My paper also contributes to the political agency literature. The testing model concerns
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the “pure selection” aspect of political agency, which differentiates itself from the “pure

hazard” retrospective voting models [Barro, 1973, Ferejohn, 1986] and the “career concern”

models [Holmström, 1999, Fearon, 1999, Besley, 2006, Ashworth, 2012, Ashworth et al.,

2017a,b]. In those models, a political agent unaware of her competence exerts effort to

improve the reelection prospect. If instead the agent reacts to competence, her rich signaling

strategy would complicate the analysis of the model. Viewing this, my paper contributes to

the literature by providing a computational toolkit based on the analytical equivalence.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 3.2, I present the structure of

the testing game. I analyze the game in Section 3.3, and discuss its implication in Section

3.4. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Model

Setup. Two players, a principal (“she”) and an agent (“he”), play a testing game. The

agent has a hidden “type” θ ∈ Θ := {I,G} indicating whether he is Innocent or Guilty.

Order Θ as I � G, meaning that the innocent is the “higher type”. The principal wants to

learn the type of the agent with a test. The test produces an observable result s ∈ S, upon

which the principal chooses one of the binary decisions. Formally, the principal’s strategy

is σp : S → D := {C,A} mapping from the test result to actions “Convict” or “Acquit”.

Since the state of the world Θ is binary, we can assume s ∈ S = R ∪ {±∞}, with higher s

being more indicative of guilty. Let G denote the (measurable) set of all test results at which

the conviction decision would be triggered. As such, we may also think of the principal’s

strategy as choosing the set G ⊂ S.

The agent in the test chooses an effort e corresponding to her type θ. Formally, his

strategy is e : Θ → R+. His test result is generated according to a function of type, effort,
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and white noise:

s = −h(θ, e) + ε

h(θ, e) can be thought of the type-θ agent’s “expected performance” in the test. It is non-

negative, strictly increasing and differentiable in his effort e. This specification implies

that more efforts tend to reduce s, which makes the agent appear more innocent. Denote

h0 := h(I, 0)−h(G, 0). Because the innocent agent is the better test-taker, h0 ≥ 0. If h0 > 0,

we say that the innocent agent possesses an initial advantage. Since h is monotonically

increasing in e, we may think of the agent’s strategy as directly choosing his “expected

performance” h instead of effort e. This means that I can write type-θ agent’s strategy as

hθ := h(θ, e(θ)) whenever it is not necessary to emphasize the role of efforts explicitly.

The cost associated with the expected performance h is Cθ(h) for a type-θ agent. For

θ ∈ {I,G}, Cθ(h) is smooth and increasing, and Cθ(h(θ, 0)) = C ′θ(h(θ, 0)) = 0;C ′′θ (h) >

0, C ′′′θ (h) ≥ 0 for all h > h(θ, 0). Here h(θ, 0) is the test result that a type-θ agent can get

for free. The condition restricts the shape of the cost function. It basically says that better

test results are increasingly costly.

Finally, the white noise ε also impacts the test result. ε is independent of action or type; it

can stand for the malfunction of the test machine, or the principal’s imprecise interpretation

of the test results. I assume that ε is distributed according to standard Gaussian distribution.

Its probability density function (pdf) φ is atomless, single-peaked, symmetric around 0 with

unbounded support. Furthermore, φ has the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP):

the likelihood ratio L(s, hI , hc) =
φ(s+hI)
φ(s+hG)

is strictly decreasing in s for all hI > hG.

To recap, the sequence of the game is as follows: (1) Nature draws the agent’s type

θ ∈ {I,G}. (2) The agent chooses his “expected performance” h based on his type. (3) The

test result realizes and the principal decides whether to convict the agent.
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Preferences. All players in the game are risk neutral.

The agent cares about both the sufferings from conviction decisions and the cost asso-

ciated with improving test performances. I normalize the punishment from the conviction

decision to 1. Because the binary decisions {A, C} are functions of players’ strategy profile,

I write the agent’s objective as

max
hθ

uθ(σp, hθ, h−θ) = −P{C(σp, hθ, h−θ)} − Cθ(hθ)

The principal cares about minimizing the social cost of making wrong decisions. Her

prior belief that an agent is innocent is λ. Wrongfully acquitting a guilty costs her q ∈ (0, 1),

while wrongfully convicting an innocent costs her 1−q. Her expected disutility from making

wrong decisions is

q(1− λ)P{A(σp, hI , hG)|θ = G}+ (1− q)λP{C(σp, hI , hG)|θ = I}

By defining α =
q(1−λ)
λ(1−q) , I reformulate the principal’s objective as

max
σp

up(σp, hI , hG) = −[P{C(σp, hI , hG)|θ = I}+ αP{A(σp, hI , hG)|θ = G}]

= [1− P{C(σp, hI , hG)|θ = I}]− αP{A(σp, hI , hG)|θ = G} − 1

= P{A(σp, hI , hG)|θ = I} − αP{A(σp, hI , hG)|θ = G} − 1

From this expression, we may interpret the principal’s objective as the maximizing the

weighted acquittal probability difference of the innocent and the guilty. The weight is given

by the Blackstone ratio α, which reflects a society’s relative tolerance towards two-type in-

ference mistakes.

Technical assumptions. I impose that the Blackstone ratio α ∈ (0, 1). The restriction
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is essentially a consistency requirement: the principal always prioritizes on dealing with the

mistake of wrongfully convicting the innocent. In his original quote “Better that ten guilty

persons escape than that one innocent suffer”, Sir Blackstone expresses his ideal rule that

α ≤ 1
10 . The restriction is harmless with respect to the equilibrium characterization. When

it comes to comparative static analysis, the restriction guarantees that we are comparing the

(selected) equilibrium outcomes with respect to parameter changes in a meaningful way.

I assume that the innocent agent is the better test-taker measured in terms of cost.

Specifically, the cost function Cθ(h) satisfies the strict Spence-Mirrlees Property (SMP):

C ′G(h) > C ′I(h) for all h ∈ [h(θ, 0),∞).

I also impose the following selection rule to ensure that the agent has a well-defined best

reply,:

Assumption 3 (Selection rule). At least one of the following is true:

1. C ′′θ (h) >
∫
R |φ

′′(x)|dx for all h ≥ h(θ, 0).

2. The type-θ agent selects on the largest or smallest h∗θ from the best response correspon-

dence {h∗θ(σp)}.

Condition 1 simply restricts the curvature of cost function, which guarantees the concav-

ity of the agent’s maximization program. It is well-defined because
∫
R |φ

′′(x)|dx ≤ 1 + 1
2
√

2
.

Since Condition 1 guarantees the uniqueness of the agent’s best response, it implies Condi-

tion 2 trivially. Condition 2 says that conditional on the principal’s strategy σp, if both types

of the agent have more than one best reply, then they will use the same rule in selecting

elements from the set of maximizer {h∗θ(σp)}. The condition is common in the literature of

monotone methods; it basically makes the agent’s efforts comparable across types.

Solution concept. The solution concept of the testing game is Perfect Bayesian Equilib-

rium (PBE). This is because the game moves sequentially and the agent’s type is unknown.
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Once the agent makes his effort input, the principal forms beliefs about the agent’s inno-

cence from the test result. Since s has full support, there is no off-path belief. Furthermore,

because the game does not necessarily admit a unique solution, I adopt the equilibrium

selection that the principal uses the most lenient (harshest) conviction strategy in a civil

(criminal) test. We may microfound this selection criterion as the principal’s lexicographic

preference for the maximal leniency (deterrence) in civil (criminal) tests. Since the princi-

pal’s equilibrium belief is implied by the equilibrium strategy profile, I omit the description

of belief and hereafter simply call any PBE “equilibrium”.

Comments. Before analyzing the model, I make the following comments:

Deterrence. This model does not study the deterrence effects of the principal’s conviction

strategy as in the classic economic approach of law. Key to the deterrence effects is the

agent’s fear of punishment (imposed by the principal) that deters him from conducting

harmful deeds. For instance, Becker [1968] and Stigler [1970] debate whether the extreme

sentence is good for crime deterrence; Lando [2006] analyzes whether wrongful convictions

may achieve crime deterrence. While in my model the principal’s strategy has an influence on

the agent’s action, she cannot credibly threaten to impose any arbitrary conviction strategy

to deter the guilty agent’s harmful deeds. The endogenous nature of her strategy makes its

influence different from what is perceived as deterrence.

Decision cost. For the testing problem to be nontrivial, I abstract away the principal’s

decision cost. The assumption is realistic in the context of political selection. For instance, it

never costs the electorates anything if they want to pick a higher retention threshold for the

incumbent. Introducing decision cost would blur the inference nature of testing. Suppose

instead the principal pays a convex cost for increasingly “harder” tests, then essentially she

trades off better tests and higher testing expenses. This theme has been fruitfully addressed

by the law and economics literature and Ting [2017].
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Initial advantage. Whether the innocent has the initial advantage depends on the testing

context. It concerns whether an innocent agent distinguishes from a guilty one by his inno-

cent type or type-induced effort. It seems reasonable to think of the innocent as possessing

an initial advantage in criminal cases. For example, during murder investigations, a truly-

innocent suspect can easily separate from a guilty one if neither contaminates evidences.

Stories are different in civil or preventive activities, such as airport security checks or online

content censorship. Travelers frequently encounter additional security checks when they for-

get to empty the pockets. An online article2 suggests that poor censorship technology may

put innocent netizens on the wrong side when they post anti-terrorism images or slogans.

The disinformation war seems to belong to civil tests. The reason is that, as highlighted

by the Macron example, the disinformation war often targets at unprepared politicians with

fake news3. Since neither truly innocent (clean) or guilty (corrupted) politicians may timely

refute the charges, they face the same trouble and suffer alike from the disinformation war.

Along this line, the authors of the Foreign Affairs magazine attribute Macron’s bare escape

from the deepfakes not to his innocent nature, but the protection of the French media law.

Bayesian inferences. The principal’s optimization problem also has a Bayesian interpre-

tation. Before the test, the principal assigns λ as the prior belief that the agent is innocent.

The prior is not good enough for the principal’s cost-benefit analysis, so she needs to refine

her belief by incorporating new evidence from the test. Her job is to carefully design the

difficulty of the test without observing the data, and define “good news” and “bad news”

upon which to trigger conviction decisions. The posterior determined by the equilibrium

likelihood ratio must achieve the principal’s desired tradeoff in balancing two-type errors.

2. “Industry Efforts to Censor Pro-Terrorism Online Content Pose Risks to Free Speech”. Last modified
July 12, 2017. Electronic Frontier Foundation.

3. Different from the traditional negative campaign, the disinformation war does not have to ground on
verifiable record. See Polborn and Yi [2006], Egorov [2015] for formal analyses of negative campaigns.
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3.3 Analysis

The strategy profile (G∗, h∗θ) constitutes an equilibrium if and only if 1) players successfully

coordinate on their mutual best responses 2) players do not admit any profitable unilateral

deviation from the conjectured profile.

The main technical difficulty of equilibrium characterization concerns how to think of

the principal’s optimal strategy. It is a priori unclear whether a principal may gain by

unilaterally choosing a standard G′ different from the conjectured strategy G∗.

To overcome the difficulties, I prove a few regularities that are valid in any equilibrium.

I show that we may analyze the game as if solving an inference problem from the principal’s

perspective. To keep track of the main ideas, below I provide the intuition and sketches of

the main results, and defer the formal analysis to the appendix.

3.3.1 Principal’s cutoff strategy.

The crucial observation is that, in any testing equilibrium, the principal must employ a cutoff

strategy in spirit of the “reasonable doubt”. The argument proceeds in two steps.

On average, the innocent agent performs better in any test. The result follows immedi-

ately from the innocent agent’s superior testing technology. Since he achieves any expected

test score h at a lower marginal cost, the innocent agent must have a higher expected per-

formance than a guilty type.

Recognizing this, the principal sets a threshold and convicts if the agent’s performance

falls short of it. This is because, after applying the Bayes’s rule, the principal concludes that

better test scores are more likely to come from an innocent agent. Put differently, better

test scores are indeed better news of being truly innocent. Thus, the principal may choose

at most one cutoff s∗ to dichotomize the agent’s performance.

It is worth noting that in equilibrium, the principal may employ degenerate cutoff strate-

gies i.e. acquitting or convicting at all test results. To accommodate this case, I call a testing
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equilibrium (s∗, h∗θ) trivial if s∗ = ±∞ and nontrivial otherwise. The rest of my analysis

devotes to characterizing the conditions under which nontrivial equilibria exist.

3.3.2 Equivalence to correct inference.

I simplify the players’ objectives as follows. Since the principal’s optimal strategy must take

a cutoff form, she chooses a threshold s∗ and convicts whenever s ≥ s∗ (because higher s

is bad news). This means that the agent is acquitted with probability P(s < s∗) = P(ε <

s∗ + h) = Φ(s∗ + h). Clearly, smaller s∗ means harder tests. After relabeling, I rewrite

players’ objectives in terms of the normal CDF Φ,

Agent max
h

uθ(s, h) = Φ(s+ h)− Cθ(h), θ ∈ {I,G}

Principal max
s
up(s, hI , hG) = Φ(s+ hI)− αΦ(s+ hG)

The first-order conditions of the optimization program implies a set of well-defined best

replies. For the agent, he optimizes over the set of influence activities h based on his con-

jecture about the principal’s threshold ŝ. Write the agent’s best reply to ŝ as h∗θ(ŝ). Given

h∗θ(ŝ), the principal must choose s∗ to solve

φ(s∗ + h∗I(ŝ))

φ(s∗ + h∗G(ŝ))

∣∣∣∣
ŝ=s∗

= α

This condition is both necessary and sufficient for the principal’s optimization program in

any (nontrivial) equilibrium profile. Thanks to the MLRP of the white noise, the principal’s

objective is single-peaked at s∗. The intuition is that, having fixed the agent’s conjectured

behavior h∗θ(ŝ), the principal trades off two-type inference errors at a rate that is decreasing

in s. At the equilibrium level s∗, which is correctly anticipated by the agent (who sets

ŝ = s∗), the principal achieves her desired trade-off – the Blackstone ratio α. She does

not want to unilaterally deviate from the conjectured equilibrium (s∗, h∗θ), for otherwise she
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would make the test too harsh or too lenient.

The above discussion identifies the function LR(s) :=
φ(s+h∗I(s))
φ(s+h∗G(s))

as a key statistic of

the testing game. LR(s) resembles the likelihood ratio L(s, hI , hc) in that it captures how

informative the test is. For example, if LR(s) is close to 1, then the principal cannot

accurately tell the innocent from the guilty type at the difficulty level s. That said, no

assumption insures the monotonicity of LR(s). This means that the solution to the equation

LR(s) = α does not have to be unique. But whenever there exists an s∗ such that LR(s∗) =

α, then we may recover an equilibrium profile (s∗, h∗θ) of the testing game with h∗θ = h∗θ(s
∗).

I formally state the equivalence result:

Proposition 3 (Equivalence to an inference problem). The testing game is analytically

equivalent to the principal’s statistical inference problem: (s∗, h∗θ) is an equilibrium if and

only if LR(s∗) = α.

Proposition 3 suggests that the testing game may exhibit equilibrium multiplicity. This

conclusion holds because more than one s may solve LR(s) = α. Alternatively, we may

interpret this multiplicity as a natural consequence of coordination. In testing, neither the

principal nor the agent can observe the others’ action before choosing their own. This means

that players have to coordinate on some mutually-correct conjecture (s∗, h∗θ). Successful

coordination does not have to be unique (as in the canonical battle of the sexes game).

Remark. Matters are entirely different if the principal commits to a testing threshold s

that is observable to the agent. Specifically, the principal can no longer play the testing game

as if solving a statistical decision problem. The reason is as follows: if the agent observes s

before taking his action, then his strategy maps from type and test threshold to his influence

activities. This means that if the principal deviates from some conjectured level s∗, then

the agent would make appropriate strategic adjustments. In other words, the principal’s

deviation is anticipated. The agent’s response makes the principal’s optimization problem

neither concave nor single-peaked ex ante. As such, the set of first-order conditions no longer
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suffices to characterize the testing equilibrium.

3.3.3 Analyzing test informativeness.

In light of the equivalence result, I study the test informativeness LR(s) and check if any s

induces the desired informativeness α. The following lemma is the key step:

Lemma 9. The agent’s effort incentive is not monotone with respect to the test difficulty.

Here is the intuition. When the test is moderately difficult, the agent is very motivated

because his (marginal) effort has a high return in terms of reducing the conviction probability.

For example, if the agent’s performance nearly offsets the test difficulty (s + h ≈ 0), then

the agent benefits the most (φ(0)) by exerting additional efforts. By contrast, the agent is

discouraged to exert effort in an extremely easy/difficult test. In this case, his additional

effort has little chance to influence the principal’s almost-sure decision. Therefore, the agent

prepares the most for a moderately difficult innocence test.

We are now in a good position to study the properties of the statistic LR(s). By con-

struction, it is continuous and differentiable in s. In what follows, I consider its interior

behavior (s 6= ±∞) and asymptotic behavior (lims↑∞ LR(s)) respectively.

Interior behavior. The key interior property of LR(s) is that, there exists an interval

[s, s̄] in which LR(s) decreases from above to below one. The logic is as follows. For each

type-θ agent, there exists a unique test difficulty sθ at which he is most motivated to work

i.e. sθ + h∗θ(sθ) = 0. Since the innocent type is the better test-taker, h∗I(s) > h∗G(s) for any

s. Thus, it must be that sI < sG. Note also that LR(sI) =
φ(sI+h

∗
I(sI))

φ(sI+h
∗
G(sI))

=
φ(0)

φ(sI+h
∗
G(sI))

> 1

because the normal pdf φ is single-peaked at 0. Similarly, LR(sG) < 1. We can prove that

LR(s) is decreasing for s ∈ [sI , sG]. The reason is that, test difficulties of this level are

moderate for the innocent but overwhelmingly high for the guilty type. Consequently, an

increase in test difficulty (s ↓) would elicit more efforts from the innocent but inhibit efforts
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from the guilty type. Taken together, this leads to a higher LR(s). To conclude, we have

identified the desired interval [s, s̄] with s = sI and s̄ = sG.

Two consequences follow immediately. First, LR(s) > 1 for all s ≤ s. This is because

s+ h∗G(s) < s+ h∗I(s) < 0 for all s ≤ s and φ is single-peaked at 0. Likewise, LR(s) < 1 for

all s ≥ s̄. Second, there exists an s1 ∈ [s, s̄] with LR(s1) = 1 by the continuity of LR(s).

Together with the restriction that α ∈ (0, 1), we can without loss focus on the interval [s1,∞]

to analyze the equilibrium existence properties4.

Asymptotic behavior. I show that lims↑∞ LR(s) = 1 if h0 = 0 and lims↑∞ LR(s) = 0

if h0 6= 0. In words, the innocent stands out from a guilty one in an extremely easy test

if and only if he possesses the initial advantage. To see this, an extremely easy test would

heavily discount the innocent agent’s effort advantage. Absent the initial advantage, both

types of agent would perform almost equally well, thereby making LR(s) close to 1. But if

he indeed possesses the initial advantage, an innocent type would immediately distinguish

himself and make LR(s) close to 0. Since the initial advantage exists only in criminal tests,

Lemma 10. The civil (criminal) test becomes more uninformative (informative) as its dif-

ficulty goes to the extreme.

Now let us collect the properties of LR(s) in different tests. In civil tests, LR(s) equals 1

at s1 and +∞ in the extended real line. Its continuity property suggests that LR(s) would

achieve its minimum at some s0 ∈ (s1,∞). Therefore, in civil tests LR(s) has a range

[LR(s0), 1] because it is bounded above by 1. In criminal tests, LR(s) equals 1 at s1 and 0

at +∞. This means that LR(s) is onto (0, 1) for s ∈ (s1,∞).

I illustrate these facts by plotting the LR(s) of a typical test with CI(h) = h2

4 and

CG(h) = h2

2 in Figure 1. This is a civil test: without costly efforts (CI = CG = 0) no agent

would stand out in the test. Extremely easy (s ≈ 3) or extremely difficult (s ≈ −3) tests are

4. This does not mean that we should make this restriction on α in any test. But with the technique
developed here, we may easily extend the analysis to other situations.
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Figure 3.1: The function LR(s) with CI(h) = h2

4 and CG(h) = h2

2 .

uninformative (LR ≈ 1); moderately difficult tests (say, s ≈ −2) are much more informative.

3.3.4 Closing the model.

At this point, we are ready to state the main result.

Proposition 4 (Existence). A testing equilibrium exists. In particular,

1. in civil tests (h0 = 0), a nontrivial testing equilibrium exists if and only if LR(s0) ≤

α < 1;

2. in criminal tests (h0 > 0), a nontrivial testing equilibrium always exists.

The logic of this proposition is as follows. If α falls into the range of LR(s), then by

the intermediate value theorem (IVT) we conclude the existence of an s∗ (not necessarily

unique) such that LR(s∗) = α. Otherwise, the principal has to let go all suspects for fear of

wrongfully convicting too many innocent agents.

It is worth mentioning that in civil tests, the nontrivial equilibrium is generically not

unique. To see this, consider how the principal may design a test more uninformative than s0.
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She may make it harder (s closer to s1) or easier (s closer to infinity) than s0; either way, the

new test would discount the innocent type’s effort advantage and force closer performances

across types. The non-uniqueness property may not hold in criminal tests. The reason is

that, while as before the principal can reduce the test informativeness by making it harder,

she may not do the same with an easier test. In criminal tests, an extremely easy test tends

to be very informative.

The above discussion suggests that, after positing different equilibrium selection rules in

different tests, we may observe opposing equilibrium test difficulty changes with respect to

changes in α.

3.4 Implications

To illustrate the real-world relevance of the testing model, now I perform some comparative

static analysis. Before proceeding, however, it is important to come back to the notion of

the Blackstone ratio α. Here are two interpretations.

Following its original formulation, we interpret α as how much a principal is willing to

trade off two-type inference errors. If α increases, it means that she no longer considers the

mistake of wrongfully convicting an innocent as severe as before.

In the context of electoral tests, we may alternatively interpret α as a politician’s incum-

bency (dis)advantage5. Intuitively, the reciprocal of α measures how expensive it is for the

electorate to replace the incumbent. At one extreme (α = 1), the electorate considers the in-

cumbent a priori identical as a potential challenger in terms of competence or innocence. At

the other (α ≈ 0), the electorate wants to retain the incumbent unless there is overwhelming

negative evidence.

5. To see it, let λ, λc be the prior belief that an incumbent/challenger is clean. The Bayes rule suggests that
the constituency would like to retain the incumbent if her posterior belief after the test satisfies λφI

λφI+(1−λ)φG
≥

λc, or LR := φI

φG
≥ λc

1−λc

1−λ
λ . Define the Blackstone ratio α := λc

1−λc

1−λ
λ . The incumbent may plausibly

have an advantage (α ∈ (0, 1)): the fact that the incumbent stays in office indicates that he/she is perceived
more “decent” than a potential challenger (λ > λc).
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Either way, increasing α from 0 to 1 suggests that the principal desires a more uninfor-

mative test. Per discussions about the properties of LR(s), the test nature matters when we

interrogate the empirical implications of the model.

3.4.1 Blackstone ratio.

Suppose a judge/jury seeks to place more emphasis on convicting the guilty, though acquit-

ting the innocent is still her priority. How should we predict changes in the equilibrium

conviction probability?

At first glance, the answer seems unambiguous. It is reasonable to expect more equilib-

rium convictions, since wrongfully convicting the innocent becomes the lesser of two evils for

the principal. This intuition indeed carries through, for example, in the context of strategic

voting [Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1998].

But the intuition is only partially true in testing situations. Perhaps surprisingly, we

shall observe higher equilibrium conviction probabilities in criminal tests, but lower in civil

tests.

The result hinges crucially on how informatively the principal wants to tell an innocent

agent from a guilty one. Fix any α ∈ (0, 1). A higher α means that the principal desires a

more uninformative test in equilibrium. In civil tests, she can make the test easier to mute

an innocent agent’s advantage over a guilty one; in criminal tests, she can do the opposite

thing: by making the test harder, the principal moves a step closer to the most uninformative

test (s1), and thereby achieves the maximal possible deterrence.

The link between test difficulty and conviction probability is straightforward. In the

appendix, I show that the test difficulty always overwhelms the agents’ effort. Therefore,

harder tests always translate to higher conviction probabilities.

Put together all the discussion,

Result 7. The equilibrium test difficulty and conviction probability is
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• increasing in α in criminal tests;

• decreasing in α in civil tests.

Remark. It is worth mentioning the role of the restriction α ∈ (0, 1) in this comparative

static exercise. As a measure of test informativeness, restricting α ∈ (0, 1) allows us to rank

tests in a monotonic way. To see this, consider the following extreme example: increasing α

from 0 to 1 suggests that the principal does not want to distinguish two types of agents. But

increasing α from 1 to∞ suggests that she cares about distinguishing agents again. Positing

α ∈ (0, 1) also reflects substantive concerns in a number of testing situations. For example,

Sir Blackstone’s ideal judicial practice restricts α < 1
10 ; wrongfully convicting the innocent

outweighs acquitting the innocent in terms of the social cost; and an incumbent politician

often possesses some incumbency advantage.

3.4.2 Testing Technology.

Suppose the guilty agent has improved his testing technology. Specifically, let’s assume that

for each (mean) test score h, the guilty agent pays less than he used to, but still more than

the innocent. In equilibrium, shall we expect a harder or easier test?

We may reasonably expect a harder test and a higher conviction probability in equilib-

rium. Intuitively, better testing technology enables the guilty to perform better and appears

more similar to the innocent. This urges the principal to tighten up the test standard in

order to differentiate agents.

But this intuition is incomplete. Let’s again contemplate what happens to the test

informativeness subject to the technological change. Fix the test difficulty at the previous

level s∗. The crucial observation is that, even if the guilty agent’s performance improves

from h∗G(s∗) to a higher h̃∗G(s∗), the new test informativeness measured by the likelihood

ratio may increase or decrease. To see this, recall that the normal pdf φ(x) is single-peaked

at 0; it is decreasing whenever x ≥ 0. Together, this means that unless s∗ + h∗G(s∗) ≥ 0, in
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which case the likelihood ratio surely goes up if h̃∗G(s∗) replaces h∗G(s∗), (in all other cases)

we cannot determine the direction of changes in the test informativeness. Accordingly, we

may not predict equilibrium test threshold changes without calibrating model parameters.

Luckily, we can say sure thing about civil tests. I prove in the appendix that in civil

tests, a nontrivial equilibrium admits the property that s∗+h∗θ(s
∗) ≥ 0 for both types of the

agent. Put differently, civil tests are so lenient that agents are acquitted with probability

over a half regardless of types. After the guilty agent improves his testing technology,

the principal considers the previous test threshold s∗ insufficiently informative. To restore

the test informativeness, the principal should design harder tests to elicit efforts from the

innocent agent, and thereby improves the quality of learning. Formally,

Result 8. When the guilty agent bears a lower effort cost, the equilibrium conviction thresh-

old (conditional on its existence) is stricter in civil tests.

3.5 Conclusion

In this paper, I develop a model to analyze the strategic interactions of testing. The key

ingredient is to examine how a principal may set a private test standard when she anticipates

an agent to influence test results with hidden efforts. I characterize conditions under which

the principal employs a standard known as the “reasonable doubt” and convicts whenever the

test result goes beyond it. The characterization suggests that, in spite of strategic concerns,

the testing game is analytically equivalent to the principal’s Bayesian decision problem.

I argue that we may not derive convincing comparative static results without specifying

the test nature. As I demonstrate, a civil test differs from a criminal test with respect to

whether a principal may use an extremely slack threshold to tell an innocent agent from a

guilty one. Accordingly, in order to maintain the maximal possible leniency or deterrence,

in different tests the principal may want to move her conviction threshold in the opposite

directions owing to changes in the testing environment. This finding contrasts sharply with
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conventional wisdom, which suggests that the principal unambiguously leans towards the

lesser of two harms.

I believe there are a number of interesting avenues for future research – for instance, the

power of commitment. My model assumes an implicit contract albeit without commitment

between a principal and an agent. The no-commitment assumption is natural in the context

of jury decision-making and electoral accountability. In other situations, it is more suitable

to assume that the principal may have some commitment power. Commitment power is not

always a blessing. For example, a legislature may draft media law to completely insulate

their politicians from the disinformation war. But complete insulation also creates a moral

hazard problem, because it imposes a constraint for media outlets to disclose information

and thereby discipline politicians’ behaviors. A full analysis of this trade-off awaits future

research.

Declarations. The author is not aware of any memberships, funding, conflicts of interest

that might affect the objectivity of this manuscript.
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3.6 Appendix

3.6.1 Preliminaries

I state two useful facts with respect to the derivative of normal density φ. A function f is

Lebesgue integrable if
∫
R |f | <∞.

• φ(n) is Lebesgue integrable.

•
∫
R |φ

′′(x)|dx ≤ 1 + 1
2
√

2

Proof.

∫
R
|φ′′(s)|ds =

1√
2π

∫
R
|(s2 − 1)e−s

2
|ds ≤ 1√

2π

∫
R
s2e−s

2
ds+ 1 =

1

2
√

2
+ 1 <∞

3.6.2 Equilibrium characterization

First, we need to make sure that agents always have a well-defined objective.

Lemma 11 (Well-defined problem). The agent always admits a well-defined best response

correspondence.

In the proof, I suppress all type-subscripts.

Proof. G denotes the (measurable) set of all evidence realization s = −h + ε ∈ G at which

conviction would be triggered. Hence, the probability of conviction F (h) at evidence level h

would be

F (h) =

∫
1{s ∈ G}dΦ(ε) =

∫
1{−h+ ε ∈ G}dΦ(ε)

=

∫
1{ε ∈ G+ h}dΦ(ε) =

∫
G+h

φ(ε)dε
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G + h is the right-shift of the set G by h. Rewrite D = G + h and thus F (h) =
∫
D φ(s)ds.

Now characterize the shape of F .

Claim 6. For all h ∈ R+, |F ′(h)| ≤ 2, |F ′′(h)| ≤ 1 + 1
2
√

2

Proof.

F ′(h) = lim
t→0

∫
D

φ(s+ t)− φ(s)

t
ds

=

∫
D

lim
t→0

φ(s+ t)− φ(s)

t
ds

=

∫
D
φ′(s)ds

≤
∫
R
|φ′(x)|dx = 2

∫ 0

−∞
φ′(x)dx = 2φ(0)

The second line follows from Lebesgue dominant convergence theorem (using 1D|φ′(s + ξ)|

with ξ ∈ (0, t) as the dominating function. This is feasible due to mean value theorem).

Similarly,

F ′′(h) = lim
t→0

∫
D

φ′(s+ t)− φ′(s)
t

ds

=

∫
D

lim
t→0

φ′(s+ t)− φ′(s)
t

ds

=

∫
D
φ′′(s)ds

≤
∫
R
|φ′′(s)|ds ≤ 1 +

1

2
√

2

With these results, agents’ marginal gain in terms of favorable evidence-shift F ′ is uni-

formly bounded by 2φ(0). On the other hand, their marginal cost to effort C ′(h) being
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convex satisfies

C ′(h) ≥ C ′(h(0)) + C ′′(h(0))(h− h(0)) = C ′′(0)(h− h(0))

As such, agents’ choice is actually restricted to a compact set [h(0), h(0)+ h̄], with the upper

bound h̄ given by 2φ(0)/C ′′(0). This is because outside this compact set, the net marginal

gain is always negative. Hence, the agents admit well-defined maximization problems. If we

impose Assumption 1, then agent’s problem is globally concave, thus admitting a unique

maximizer.

Principal’s cutoff strategy

I start with a crucial observation: in any equilibrium, the innocent agent would appear more

innocent than the gulty.

Lemma 12. Fixing an arbitrary conviction strategy σ, it must be that the h∗θ(σ) is uniquely

selected and increasing in θ.

Proof of Lemma 12. For θ ∈ {I,G}

uθ(σ, h) =Prob{s ∈ Gc} − Cθ(h)

=Prob{ε ∈ Gc + h} − Cθ(h)

Gc is independent of θ due to principal’s imperfect observability of type. By the SMP, uθ

has the increasing difference condition defined in Milgrom and Shannon [1994]. By Theorem

3 in Milgrom and Shannon [1994] it has the single crossing property. Furthermore, being a

real-valued function uθ(σ, h) is supermodular in h.

Apply the monotone selection theorem (Theorem 4’) in Milgrom and Shannon [1994] to

obtain h∗I ≥ h∗G as an elements of maximizer. By Theorem 3 in Edlin and Shannon [1998],
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h∗I 6= h∗G. Combine two observations one obtains that h∗I > h∗G.

Because lower s is always a better indicator of an innocent type, any equilibrium involving

convicting at lower results and acquitting at higher results could be improved upon by

swapping the conviction decision. Formally,

Lemma 13 (cutoff). Any equilibrium involves the principal using a cutoff strategy.

I suppress the subscript of sθ in the proof below.

Proof. Suppose not. Then there must be two disjoint intervals I, I ′ with s < s′ for all

s ∈ I, s′ ∈ I ′ such that the principal convicts at s but acquit at s′ . Since s = −h + ε and

h∗I > h∗G, by Proposition 4 in Milgrom [1981] s′ is a more “favorable” signal in the sense

of being the criminal type. Let G denote the posterior distribution of type θ = C after the

principal observes evidence, then the “favorableness” implies that G(·|s′) dominates G(·|s)

in the sense of strict first-order stochastic dominance (FOSD).

Now consider the new conviction strategy: fixing action after observing s /∈ I ∪ I ′, but

convict at s′ and acquit at s. Under the new strategy, an additional [G(C|s′ ∈ I)−G(C|s ∈

I)] fraction of bad people are convicted correctly (and vise versa, the same fraction of good

people are acquitted correctly). By FOSD, this quantity is strictly positive6, thus strictly

improving the principal’s utility.

This lemma establishes that we can without loss of generality restrict attention to equi-

librium involving the principal’s cutoff strategy. From now on, I write s∗ as the principal’s

strategy G = {s ≤ s∗}. As such, I rewrite the payoffs in terms of the normal CDF Φ for a

6. To see it, G(·|s ∈ I) is the integral of an indicator function on the interval I against the posterior CDF
of θ.
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generic s:

uθ(s, h) = Φ(s+ h)− Cθ(h) ∀θ ∈ {I,G}

up(s, hI , hG) = Φ(s+ hI)− αΦ(s+ hG)

Equilibrium as correct inference

I start equilibrium characterization by looking at the first order conditions for each player,

and analyze the possibility of an interior solution. It is easily checked that the FOC of three

players are given as follows:

Principal
φ(s+ hI)

φ(s+ hc)
= α (3.1)

Agent φ(s+ hθ) = C ′θ(hθ) θ ∈ {I,G} (3.2)

Let us revisit the principal’s problem. While it is a priori not clear whether her optimization

problem is strictly globally concave, in fact the FOC is actually necessary and sufficient

thanks to the MLRP.

Lemma 14. If there is an s∗ that solves Equation (3.1), then it is the unique maximizer of

up(s, hI , hG) if only if hI > hG.

Proof. (⇐): Under hI > hG, L(s, hI , hG) =
φ(s+hI)
φ(s+hG)

is strictly decreasing in s. For all

s < s∗, L(s, hI , hG) > α by MLRP so that up is increasing; for all s > s∗, up is decreasing.

Hence, at s∗ P maximizes her utility up. In other words, the s∗ solving first order condition

is P ′s best response to (hI , hG).

(⇒) Suppose s∗ is the maximizer that solves FOC but hI < hG, then up admits a global

minimum at s∗ using the similar argument. If hI = hG, then L = 1 > α. Hence, no

equilibrium is feasible.
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Now we may verify the the conjectured equivalence between a testing game and a (mod-

ified) Bayesian inference problem.

Proof of Proposition 3. Note that h∗I > h∗G by Lemma 12. The result follows from the

definition of equilibrium, and sufficiency of FOC established in Lemma 14.

The proposition allows us to determine the existence property of an equilibrium by study-

ing the shape of LR(s), where

LR(s) =
φ(s+ h∗I(s))

φ(s+ h∗G(s))

The LR differs from L in that h∗θ(s) best responds to s. Hence, LR loses the MLRP.

Analyzing test informativeness

Non-monotone best response. I restate Lemma 9 as the following lemma:

Lemma 15. The agent’s best response to s, h∗θ(s), is not monotone. In particular, there

exists an ŝθ := −(C ′θ)
−1(φ(0)), such that h∗θ(s) is increasing in s if s ≤ ŝθ, and decreasing

if s > ŝθ. Finally, ŝI < ŝG.

To gain some intuition, consider the incentive of an agent when s decreases (harder test).

On the one hand, she/he may either increase effort to counteract s, or decrease effort further

to exploit the “economy” of saving effort cost. Whichever effect dominates depends on the

test difficulty.

Proof of Lemma 15. I suppress type in this section.

Consider agents’ best response functions φ(s + h) = C ′(h) and SOC φ′ < C ′′ where φ′ =

φ′(s+ h). One can check the derivative of h with respect to s

h′(s) =
φ′

C ′′ − φ′
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It is clear that φ′(x) < (>)0 for all x > (<)0. Therefore one concludes

h′(s) =


− |φ′|
C ′′+|φ′| ∈ (−1, 0] for s+ h ≥ 0

φ′

C ′′−φ′ > 0 for s+ h < 0

(3.3)

If we define ŝ = −(C ′θ)
−1(φ(0)), then h is increasing in s if s ≤ ŝ and decreasing otherwise.

Using the SMP, one concludes that ŝI < ŝG.

Intuitively, harder tests always lead to more conviction:

Corollary 2. s + h∗θ(s) is increasing in s. Therefore, the conviction rate 1 − Φ(s + h∗θ(s))

is always decreasing in s.

Proof. The derivative of s+ h(s), h′(s) + 1, is positive by (3.3).

Interior behavior. We can establish its “interior behavior” by exploiting the single-

peakedness of φ.

Lemma 16 (Interior behavior). There exists s < s̄ such that LR(s) > 1, LR(s̄) < 1.

Furthermore, LR(s) is decreasing for s ∈ (s, s̄)

Proof of Lemma 16. Consider equation (3.2). Take s = ŝI , s̄ = ŝc. At ŝθ, type θ will best

respond by choosing h∗θ = −ŝθ, resulting a density φ = φ(0) which is maximized by single-

peakedness. s̄ corresponds to ŝG with the induced LR(s̄) < 1, and s corresponds to ŝI with

the induced LR(s) > 1.

Turn to the second part. By Corollary 2, s+h∗(s) is increasing in s. By definition of s, s̄,

s+hI(s) = 0 and s̄+hG(s̄) = 0. Hence for any s ∈ (s, s̄), s+hI(s) > 0 but s+hG(s) < 0.

Asymptotic behavior. We say that the innocent and the guilty agents are asymptotically

indistinguishable if LR(s) ↑ 1− for s ↑ ∞. The definition is tested against the limiting
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behavior of LR7. It basically checks whether an extremely easy test is uninformative.

Looking complicated, the condition has a surprising simple characterization:

Lemma 17 (Asymptotic behavior). Agents are asymptotically indistinguishable if and only

if h0 = 0. In other words, the innocent has no initial advantage. Formally,

• If h0 = 0, then LR(s) ↑ 1− for s ↑ ∞. It also admits a minimum at some ∃s0 ≥ s̄.

• If h0 > 0, then LR(s) ∈ (0, 1), and LR(s) ↓ 0+ for s ↑ ∞.

Proof. Case I: h0 = 0. We can without loss assume hθ(0) = 0.

h∗I > h∗c is immediate by Lemma 12. Note that for s > s̄,

1 > LR(s) =
φ(h∗I + s)

φ(h∗G + s)
≥
φ(h∗I + s)

φ(s)
=

exp[− (s+h∗I)
2

2 ]

exp[−s22 ]
= exp[−h∗Is] exp[−(h∗I)

2/2]

Now let s → +∞. Note that h∗I → 0 as s → +∞ from Equation (3.2). It suffices to show

that h∗Is→ 0 as s→ +∞. In other words, h∗I decays faster than 1
s .

Now bound the size of sh∗I . The first order condition for the agent is φ(s + h) = C ′θ(h).

By convexity of C ′θ, C
′
θ(h) ≥ C ′θ(0) + C ′′θ (0)h, where C ′′(0) > 0. As such, for s >> s̄

h∗I ≤
1

C ′′θ (0)
φ(s+ h∗I) ≤

1

C ′′θ (0)
φ(s)

Hence

lim
s→∞

h∗Is ≤ lim
s→∞

s
1√
2π

1

C ′′θ (0)
exp[−s

2

2
] =

1√
2π

1

C ′′θ (0)
lim
s→∞

s

exp[s2/2]
→ 0

Next, show ∃s0 ≥ s̄ such that LR(s) attains its minimum. Pick ε < 1 − LR(s̄). By

indistinguishability condition, ∃s∗ such that LR(s) > 1− ε for all s ≥ s∗. By construction,

7. We focus on the limit s ↑ +∞. The other limiting property can be defined similarly, but it is not
relevant for the equilibrium characterization of α ∈ (0, 1) due to the single-peakedness of normal pdf. The
likelihood ratio always exceeds 1 there.
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LR(s∗) > LR(s̄). Moreover, note that LR is decreasing for s ∈ (s, s̄]. Hence, LR(s) must

attain its minimum s0 ∈ [s̄, s∗].

Case II: h0 > 0.

Consider the case where s ↑ ∞. Note that for any h0 := hI(0) > 0 we can pick s sufficiently

large such that h∗G ≤ h0/2

LR(s) =
φ(h∗I + s)

φ(h∗G + s)
≤ φ(h0 + s)

φ(h0/2 + s)

Since h0 > 0 is a constant, RHS clearly approaches 0 as s ↑ ∞. The case for s ↓ −∞ is

similar.

Due to the symmetry of LR(s), Lemma 16 and Lemma 17 completely characterize the

range of LR(s). As such, we may prove Proposition 4.

Proof of Proposition 4. Civil test (h0 = 0). Note that Lemma 12 guarantees h∗I > h∗c for

any choice of s > 0. By Lemma 17 indistinguishability condition is met. By intermediate

value theorem (IVT), any α ∈ [LR(s), 1) would crosses LR(s). Criminal test (h0 > 0). By

Lemma 17, any α ∈ (0, 1) will definitely cross LR(s).

Lemma 18. In civil tests, all agents in equilibrium are acquitted with probability at least

one half.

Proof. Consider nontrivial equilibria only. Recall that LR(s) approaches 1 for s close to s1

or ∞. Since LR(s) is decreasing for s ∈ (s1, s̄) and s0 achieves the minimum value for all

s ∈ (s1,∞), it must be that s0 ≥ s̄. At s = s̄, by definition the guilty agent is acquitted

with probability 1/2. For s ≥ s̄, applying Corollary 2 it must be that the guilty agent is

acquitted with a lower probability than 1/2.
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3.6.3 Comparative Statics

Blackstone Ratio

Restate Implication 7: The (selected) equilibrium s and conviction probability is

• decreasing in α in criminal tests;

• increasing in α in civil tests.

Proof. I prove the case of civil tests. The other is analogous since we have selected on the

extreme equilibria. In civil tests, LR(s) ↑ 1− as s ↑ ∞.

Let (s, h) be the largest equilibrium and denote the new equilibrium (s′, h′) for some

1 > α′ > α. This implies that LR(s′) = α′ and LR(s) = α. Assume towards contradiction

that s′ < s. By IVT, there exists s′′ > s such that LR(s′′) = α′, contradicting that s′ is the

largest with respect to α′.

Testing technology

Restate Implication 8: When the guilty agent has a lower effort cost, the equilibrium convic-

tion threshold is stricter only in civil tests. .

Proof. Use h∗G(s), h′∗G(s) to denote guilty agent’s old/new best response, and s∗, s′∗ old/new

equilibrium conviction threshold. Note first that h′G > hG by the Theorem 3 in Edlin and

Shannon [1998].

Now I focus on the civil test comparative statics. Under 1 > α > LR(s), and because

we have selected the largest equilibrium s∗, it must be that s∗ + h∗(s∗) > 0 and so s∗ +

h′∗(s∗) > 0.
φ(s∗+h∗I(s

∗))
φ(s∗+h∗G(s∗)) = α <

φ(s∗+h∗I(s
∗))

φ(s∗+h′∗G(s∗))
because h′G(s) > hG(s). Suppose towards

contradiction that s′∗ > s∗. However, this implies the existence of an s′′ ∈ (s∗,∞) such that

φ(s′′+h∗I(s
′′))

φ(s′′+h′∗G(s′′))
= α, contradicting the s′∗ being the largest extreme equilibrium.
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3.6.4 Robustness of results

Throughout the paper, I assume that the noise ε is distributed according to standard Gaus-

sian. One may wonder how results are robust to alternative noise distributions. I first

discuss the role of Gaussian noise, followed by generalizing main results to a broader class

of distributions.

In the proof, Gaussian noise plays three roles.

• The pdf φ(x) belongs to the Schwartz space8, ensuring that φ′, φ′′ are Lebesgue inte-

grable. This property helps bound agents’ marginal gains in terms of changing con-

viction probability, making their optimization problem well-defined. With stronger

assumptions on the shape of cost function, agents’ problem could even be made con-

cave.

• Being in the Schwartz space, φ decays very fast at infinity. Since agent’s marginal cost

function dominates a linear one, it can be shown that at s ↑ ∞, agents of two types

put so little effort that they are indistinguishable when h0 = 0.

• The pdf φ(x) has MLRP. Hence the first order condition pins down principal’s best

response.

Acknowledging this, we can generalize noise distributions to the following class:

Theorem 4. Suppose ε admits absolute continuous cumulative density function F with pdf

f satisfying the following properties:

1. f ∈ S(R), where S(R) is the Schwartz space.

2. f is atomless, single-peaked, symmetric around 0 with unbounded support, and has

MLRP.

8. See [Folland, 2007, 237] for integration properties of Schwartz class.
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3.
f ′(x)
f(x)

= P (x), where P (x) is a Laurent polynomial with positive degrees9.

Replacing the Gaussian assumption with ε distributed as such, then all conclusions hold.

These requirements encompass many distributions with unbounded support that we are

familiar with, including Gaussian, Laplace distribution, modified Gamma and so on. Let us

prove the robustness of results according to different distributions:

Proof of Theorem 4. The agent has a well-defined problem and a unique selection. Mono-

tonicity arguments follow, which establishes the optimality of BARD.

No initial advantage. Single-peakedness of f ensures Lemma 16. Now check the

indistinguishability condition, or whether LR(s) → 1 as s ↑ ∞. Denote L(x) = log f(x).

Since for s sufficiently large under BARD, h∗ → 0. Therefore s + h∗ > 0 and thus f, L are

both decreasing when s ↑ ∞. It suffices to show that L(s+ h∗I)− L(s+ h∗G)→ 0 as s→ 0.

0 ≥ L(s+ h∗I)− L(s+ h∗G) ≥ L(s+ h∗G)− L(s) = L′(s+ ξ(s))h∗I , ξ(s) ∈ (0, h∗I)

By Equation (3.2), 0 ≤ h∗I ≤
1

C ′′I (0)
f(s). Hence,

L(s+ h∗I)− L(s+ h∗G) ≥ 1

C ′′I (0)
L′(s+ ξ)f(s) =

1

C ′′I (0)
f ′(s+ ξ)

f(s)

f(s+ ξ)

=
1

C ′′I (0)
[P (s+ ξ)]f(s)

First note that we can without loss assume that P is indeed a polynomial. This is

because any term of (s + ξ) with negative order is of the form [ 1
s+ξ ]n which is bounded by

some constant for s sufficient large.

Next, recall in the proof of Lemma 12, we know that for any h̄ there exists s̃ such

that s ≥ s̃ implies h∗I < h̄. This observation helps bound s + ξ. Now, I show that there

9. Laurent polynomials are polynomials potentially with negative degrees. The “positive” part in this
statement is almost superfluous, for otherwise the density is not integrable.
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exist polynomials P̄ , P such that P (s) ≤ P (s + ξ) ≤ P̄ (s) for all s > 0. Write P (s +

ξ) = a0 + a1(s + ξ) + ... + an(s + ξ)n. Note that since s > 0, s + ξ > 0, we can define

P̄ (s) = |a0| + |a1|(s + h̄) + ... + |an|(s + h̄)n and P = −P̄ . Both are polynomials. Since

f ∈ S(R), lims→∞ P̄ (s)f(s) = lims→∞ P (s)f(s) = 0, Hence, lims→∞ P (s + ξ)f(s) = 0.

This proves indistinguishability condition.

Together with Lemma 16, we have two crossing points of α with respect to LR function.

By MLRP, the principal is best responding at these points. As such, Proposition 4 applies.

Comparative static analysis follows.

Initial advantage In the same vein, it suffices to check if L(s+h∗I)−L(s+h∗G)→ −∞

as s ↑ ∞. Using a similar argument, L(s+h∗I)−L(s+h∗G) = P (s+ξ) for some ξ(s) ∈ (0, h∗I).

Since P has positive degree, P (x + ξ) is not bounded as s ↑ ∞. Its limit can only be −∞,

since L(x) is a decreasing function for x ≥ 0. The rest of arguments follows.
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